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Abstract

This article presents obligatory control constructions in San Martín Peras Mixtec, a language in which PRO must be exponed with an overt pronoun. I propose a morphological analysis of this phenomenon in which this language lacks a null allomorph for bound minimal pronouns (Kratzer 2009, Safir 2014, Landau 2015, 2018), posited to underlie silent PRO in other languages. This suggests that null exponence ought not be ontologically tethered to PRO’s distribution or interpretation, but can rather be reduced to the routine functions of language-specific contextual allomorphy.
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1 Introduction

A robust observation is that the subject of control clauses, e.g., PRO in ‘Everyone tried [PRO to win the race],’ is phonologically null in many languages. This silence is taken to be so common that deriving it is a desideratum of many theories. For example, one prominent analysis is that control clauses entirely lack a subject position (Thomason 1976, Bresnan 1978, Chierchia 1984, Wurmbrand 1998, 2001, 2004, inter alia) or require that their subject position be suppressed (Wurmbrand and Shimamura 2017). Such approaches are only plausible, of course, without an overt subject. PRO’s presumed silence is also presented as circumstantial evidence for movement theories of control (e.g., Hornstein 1999:82, Boeckx and Hornstein 2006:603-604), as movement traces are also routinely null.
In contrast, other work posits that the distinctive properties of control depend solely on syntactic configurations, with null exponence epiphenomenal (Kratzer 2009, Safir 2014, Landau 2015, 2018, McFadden and Sundaresan 2018, Allotey 2021, Sulemana 2021). The appeal of these approaches is that, indeed, there is no a priori reason for PRO’s silence within a minimalist framework as was first pointed out by Hornstein 1999, without perhaps some additional theoretical machinery, e.g. the Avoid Pronoun principle (Chomsky 1981) or a pragmatic requirement that silence be interpreted as anaphoric (Levinson 1987, 1991). Conceptually severing PRO from silence can do away with such conditions.

These two views generate opposite predictions. If null morphophonology is required for control, then we predict that the subject of control clauses (i.e., the bracketed clause in ‘Everyone wants [ PRO to win the race ]’) in all languages will be silent. If silence is not required for obligatory control, though, then we expect the subject of control clauses to be exponed overtly in some languages. Stated different, is it true that PRO must be null?

This article argues for the latter view: silence is not required for control. The argument for this position comes from San Martín Peras Mixtec (SMPM), an Oto-Manguean language spoken by about 12,000 people in Oaxaca, Mexico (ISO: JMX). In this language, the subject of a control clauses must be exponed as an overt clitic pronoun, with silence, i.e. PRO, strongly ungrammatical. This is shown in (1). Note that this article focuses primarily on exhaustive, obligatory control, though other types of control are presented.¹

(1) a. Ntükú Juan [ ka’ani *( =rāi, s] ) iin ntsibáyi ].
   try:COMP Juan kill:IRR =he one coyote
   ‘Juan tried to kill a coyote.’

   b. Nákú’ún ini Maria [ ku’ún *( =ńá, s] ) tienda koni ].
   remember:COMP in Maria go:IRR =she store yesterday
   ‘Maria remembered to go to the store yesterday.’

   c. Sákwa’á Julio [ kani’i *( =rāi, s] ) carro ].
   learn:COMP Julio drive:IRR =he car
   ‘Julio learned how to drive.’
Section 4 argues that the bracketed clauses in (1) demonstrate the Obligatory Control Signature of Landau 2013. In addition, Section 6 shows that the pronominal subjects of such clauses, like =r`a ‘he’ in (1a), are base-generated pronouns and not overt tails of movement dependencies (Lee 2003, Boeckx et al. 2009). As such, SMPM instantiates what may be thought of as obligatorily overt PRO. Section 5 further shows that ‘overt PRO’ in SMPM differs from most other instances reported in the literature in that it cannot bear focus (Szabolcsi 2009, inter alia) and occurs outside of attitude reports (Grano and Lotven 2018, 2019, Li 2021), but rather patterns with supposedly typologically rare Ghanaian languages (Allotey 2021, Sulemana 2021).

Section 7 provides an analysis of overt PRO in SMPM by using the minimal pronoun framework of bound variable anaphora (Kratzer 2009, Safir 2014, Landau 2015, 2018, 2021, Sulemana 2021). In this approach, the exponence of any bound variable, including PRO, is due solely to language-specific contextual allomorphy. As such, overt PRO in SMPM is derived simply by positing that SMPM lacks a silent allomorph for bound variable anaphora of the sort presumed to derive null PRO in other languages. In this way, the interpretive and syntactic properties of PRO are divorced from its morphophonology, with silence, like all exponence in non-lexicalist frameworks of morphology (e.g., distributed morphology, Halle and Marantz 1993), derived post-syntactically without any special treatment for PRO. This section concludes by reexamining the premise that null PRO is the cross-linguistic norm, suggesting that overt PRO is more common than previously thought.

2  Syntactic background on San Martín Peras Mixtec

SMPM is predicate-initial and VSO in matrix clauses, as shown in (2a-c) for verbal, nominal, and adjectival predicates respectively.
(2) a. Kása’a Juan be’e.
   build:COMP Juan house
   ‘Juan will build the house.’

b. Doctora b’a kúu Maria.
   doctor good COP:CONT Maria
   ‘Maria is a good doctor.’

c. Ntákú koo =ñá s’í se’e Maria.
   strong COP:IRR =she female child Maria
   ‘Maria’s daughter will be strong.’

All clauses in SMPM must be marked with one of three aspectual categories. In other words, SMPM lacks morphologically nonfinite clauses. Within the descriptive Mixtecan literature (e.g., Bradley and Hollenbach 1988-1992), the three morpho-aspectual categories are the ‘completive (COMP),’ ‘continuous (CONT),’ and irrealis (IRR) or ‘potential. 2

In addition to requiring aspect marking, all clauses in SMPM require overt subjects, and all transitive clauses require overt objects: SMPM does not allow pro-drop, not even of expletives (3a) or impersonal pronouns (3b). 3 Several examples of this are provided in (3).

(3) a. Koni t’a jan *( =yá ).
   yesterday quake:COMP =it
   ‘Yesterday there was an earthquake.’

   love:CONT =I father =my David be.called:CONT =he
   ‘I love my father. He is called David.’

   buy:COMP Juan one horse love:CONT =he =it.AML
   ‘Juan bought a horse. He loves it (the horse).’

d. Tásab’á xínínu’u *( =à ) koo mî ñ *( =é ).
   sometimes need:CONT =it COP:IRR alone we.INCL
   Provided for ‘It is important to be alone sometimes.’

e. Kwa’á kwé’e hora xíníchu *( =é ) ini metro NYC.
   many very hour be.standing:CONT.SG =we.INCL in metro NYC
   ‘One stands for a long time in New York City on the subway.’ (Ostrove 2022)
SMPM is rich in pronouns, distinguishing clitic and non-clitic pronouns in local persons and six grammatical genders in non-local persons, as shown in (4) and (5). Note that pronouns in SMPM do not show case distinctions but are glossed with the appropriate English case following the descriptive tradition. There is also no number distinction for most non-local pronouns, e.g., =r`a ‘he, they (all male group).’ These are glossed as singular, again following the descriptive tradition. The distinction between clitic and non-clitic pronouns will be discussed in section 5.

(4) Local persons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CLITIC</th>
<th>NON-CLITIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SG</strong></td>
<td>yù`u/ì</td>
<td>(y)é</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PL</strong></td>
<td>ndú´ú/éndú</td>
<td>ná</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(5) Non-local persons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEUTRAL</td>
<td>=ñá/=(y)á</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASC</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIQ</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
<td>=ñá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To conclude this section, let us briefly consider the main exception to predicate initiality, as it occurs throughout. In SMPM, quantified nominals optionally, though preferentially, move to a position to the left of the predicate. This quantifier fronting process is demonstrated in (6).

(6) a. Iin ntsi’bǐ kí’i =ñá ___.
    one egg pick.up:CONT =she
    ‘She’s picking up an egg.’

b. Kwa’ā ntsi’bǐ kí’i =ñá ___.
    many egg pick.up:CONT =she
    ‘She’s picking up many egg.’

c. Ni’iin ntsi’bǐ kò kí’i =ñá ___.
    no egg NEG pick.up:CONT =she
    ‘She’s not picking up any eggs.’

If multiple quantified nominals are present, the fronted one preferentially, but not obligatorily, takes scope; fronted quantified nominals can reconstruct for scope. This is shown
in (7). Fronting multiple quantified nominals is ungrammatical.

(7) a. Ntsi’i =rā tsyάja; tsií __ ii in tsyaká.
    every  =they man  catch:COMP  one fish
    ‘Every man caught a fish.’ (∀>∃ preferred, ∃>∀ possible)

   b. In tsyaká; tsií ntsi’i =rā tsyάja __.
    one fish  catch:COMP every  =they man
    ‘Every man caught a fish.’ (∃>∀ preferred, ∀>∃ possible)

Syntactically, quantifier fronting targets a position immediately below the landing site of wh-movement, i.e., Spec,CP (Hedding 2022). This can be seen in (8).

(8) a. Yóó kwa’á chú tun xini?
    who many  cat  see:COMP
    ‘Who saw many cats?’

   b. Nā ntsi’i =nà tsyάja xini?
    what every =they man  see:COMP
    ‘What did every man see?’

With this cursory introduction to the language, let us begin our analysis of control in SMPM with a discussion of embedded clauses.

3 Embedded clauses in SMPM

Going back to at least the distinction in Bresnan 1972 between finite English embedded clauses selected by ‘that,’ nonfinite embedded clauses with a non-referent subject with the complementizer ‘for’ (e.g., ‘I want for Mary to go’) or ECM, and nonfinite embedded nonfinite clauses that require control (e.g., under ‘try’), various typologies of embedded complement clauses similarly identify three core types. In recent work, these three are often identified as finite embedded clauses, tensed nonfinite embedded clauses (e.g., under ‘want’), and untensed nonfinite embedded clauses (e.g. under ‘try’), existing a continuum of finiteness (e.g., Givón 1980). See Landau 2004, 2015, Ramchand and Svenonius 2014.
Let us start with what are commonly thought of as finite embedded clauses. Cross-linguistically, these are distinguished by several features. First are two related but logically separable features: morphological TAM inflection and the presence of an independent semantic tense referent (e.g., Stowell 1982:562). Recall from (2) that SMPM distinguishes three morpho-aspectual categories in matrix clauses: the completive, the continuous, and the irrealis. Embedded clauses selected under predicates like ka’án ‘think,’ kà’àn ‘say,’ or kusijí ini ‘be happy’ may also be marked with each, as provided in (9).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(9)} & \quad \text{a. Ká’án } =\text{í } \{ \text{ xiín, xín, kwíin } \} \text{ Ana iin be’e } \text{ Ana one house} \\
& \quad \text{think:CONT } =\text{í } \text{ buy:COMP buy:CONT buy:IRR } \text{Ana one house} \\
& \quad \text{‘I think Ana } \{ \text{ bought, is buying, will buy } \} \text{ a house.’} \\
\text{b. Ní- } \text{ ká’àn Maria } \{ \text{ kíxi, kíxi, kúsí } \} \text{ kwé’e } =\text{ñá } \\
& \quad \text{COMP- } \text{ say Maria sleep:COMP sleep:CONT sleep:IRR much } =\text{she} \\
& \quad \text{‘Maria said that she } \{ \text{ slept, sleeps, will sleep } \} \text{ a lot.’} \\
\text{c. Kúsijí ini } =\text{rà } \{ \text{ ní- ní’í, ní’í, ní’í } \} =\text{rà } \text{ ñá’á } \\
& \quad \text{be.happy:COMP in } =\text{he } \text{ COMP- } \text{ get } \text{ get:CONT get:IRR } =\text{he thing} \\
& \quad \text{‘He was happy that he } \{ \text{ got, is getting, will get } \} \text{ presents.’}
\end{align*}
\]

Similarly, embedded clauses selected by these predicates may have a semantic tense referent that differs from that of the matrix clause. This can be seen in their ability to host temporal adverbs like koní ‘yesterday,’ bitsìn ‘now, today,’ and itsyààn ‘tomorrow,’ that differs in tense referent to that of the matrix clause. Several examples are provided in (10).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(10)} & \quad \text{a. Bitsín ká’àn Maria } \{ \text{ xiín } =\text{ñá iin be’e } \text{ xàa koní } \} \\
& \quad \text{now say:CONT Maria buy:COMP } =\text{she one house new yesterday} \\
& \quad \text{‘Maria is saying (right) now that she bought a new house yesterday.’}
\end{align*}
\]
b. Itsyààn ka’án Raúl [ xí’i kwé’e =rà bitsin ].
   tomorrow think:IRR Raúl drink:CONT a.lot =he now
   ‘Tomorrow Raul will think that he is drinking too much (right) now.’

The next diagnostic for finite embedded clauses, seemingly originating in observations made by Bresnan 1972 and further elaborated in Chomsky and Lasnik 1977:456-460, is that they freely allow subjects that are non-coreferent with a matrix argument, whereas nonfinite clauses either disallow non-coreferent subjects or allow them only under certain predicates and with distinct marking. For instance, finite embedded clauses in English with non-coreferent subjects are morphologically identical to finite embedded clauses with coreferent subjects, as in (11a). In contrast, non-coreferential subjects of nonfinite embedded clauses are allowed only under certain predicates with distinct marking, such as ‘want’ with the complementizer ‘for,’ as in (11b). This strategy is not available for all predicates, though, as seen in the ungrammaticality of this strategy in (11c) under ‘try.’

(11) a. John told Bill that he was a genius.
   b. John wants *(for) his daughter to be a genius.
   c. *John tried (for) his daughter to be a genius.

In SMPM, embedded clauses selected by the predicates in (9-10) similarly allow subjects that are not coreferential with a matrix argument without any special marking. One example was provided in (9a), and several more are in (12).5

(12) a. Káchi Raúl xí’in Pablo [ xíxi kwé’e =rài, j, k ndúchì koni ].
   say:COMP Raul with Pablo eat:COMP many =he bean yesterday
   ‘Raul told Pablo that he ate a lot of beans yesterday.’

b. Kúsijí ini Eva [ kèbà’a =ñài, j carrera ].
   be.happy:CONT in Eva win:COMP =she race
   ‘Eva is happy that she won the race.’

While SMPM lacks morphologically nonfinite predicates as discussed in section 2, it
has a class of embedded clauses that correspond to nonfinite clauses under predicates that select nonfinite clauses in other languages, such as kòni ‘want,’ ntatu ‘hope,’ ntuká ‘try (lit. look for),’ xiníňu’u ‘need,’ and kixá ‘start.’ In lieu of nonfinite morphology, clauses selected by these predicates must be marked irrealis.

\[
(13) \begin{align*}
& a. \text{Ntátu} \quad \text{=rà} \quad \{ *xòná, \quad *xóná, \quad \text{koná} \} \quad \text{rà ŋa’á}. \\
& \quad \text{hope:CONT =he} \quad \text{open:COMP open:CONT open:IRR he thing} \\
& \quad \text{‘He hopes to open presents (lit. things).’}
\\
& b. \text{Kóni} \quad =ì \quad \{ *xòná, \quad *xóxá, \quad \text{koná} \} \quad =ì \text{ mí yùye’e}. \\
& \quad \text{want:CONT =I} \quad \text{open:COMP open:CONT open:IRR =I the door} \\
& \quad \text{‘I want to open the door.’}
\\
& c. \text{Ntükú} \quad \text{Ana} \quad \{ *xíxi, \quad *xíxi, \quad \text{kuxi} \} \quad \text{kwa’á =ì ndná ntstika}. \\
& \quad \text{try:COMP Ana eat:COMP eat:CONT eat:IRR =she banana} \\
& \quad \text{‘Ana tried to eat more bananas.’}
\\
& d. \text{Xíníňu’u} \quad =ì \quad \{ *xí’ì, \quad *xí’ì, \quad \text{ko’o} \} \quad \text{kwa’á =ì tskwú}. \\
& \quad \text{need:COMP =I} \quad \text{drink:COMP drink:CONT drink:IRR more =I water} \\
& \quad \text{‘I need to drink more water.’}
\end{align*}
\]

Following the discussion of similar clauses in Hebrew and several Balkan languages in Landau 2004, I call such obligatorily irrealis clauses subjunctives. Importantly for our purposes, and similarly to counterparts in Balkan languages (Terzi 1992, 1997, Dobrovie-Sorin 1994, Krapova and Petkov 1999, Krapova 2001, Landau 2004, Wurmbrand and Lohninger 2019 inter alia and et sequitur), SMPM contrasts two distinct types of subjunctive clause that correspond to tensed and untensed nonfinite embedded clauses in other languages. See especially the discussion in Landau 2004:826-833 of ‘C-subjunctives,’ i.e., untensed subjunctives, versus ‘F-subjunctives,’ i.e., tensed subjunctives.

Let us first consider semantic tense referent. In languages like English, it has been observed since at least Stowell 1982 that some nonfinite clauses, such as those selected under ‘want,’ may take a different tense referent than the matrix clause. See as well the discussion in Landau 2004 of “anaphoric” and “dependent” tense in obligatorily irrealis
clauses in Hebrew and Balkan languages, and Wurmbrand 2014 and the citations therein for more recent discussion and analysis. Unlike the finite clauses in (10), though, this non-identical embedded tense cannot occur before the matrix time, but rather must occur after. This is shown in (14).

(14)  

a. Yesterday I wanted to go to the market \{ today, tomorrow \}.

b. ??Tomorrow I will want to have gone to the market \{ yesterday, today \}.

This non-identical tense referent is not available for all nonfinite clauses in English, though. For instance, it is not available under ‘try’ or ‘remember (to).’ Rather, under these predicates, the embedded tense referent must be identical or ‘simultaneous’ (Wurmbrand 2014) to the matrix tense referent. This is provided in (15).

(15)  

a. I tried to go the store \{ yesterday, *tomorrow \}.

b. I remembered to buy bananas \{ yesterday, *tomorrow \}.

These same two classes of tensed and untensed nonfinite embedded clauses occur in SMPM, albeit with subjunctives. Examples of such clauses are provided in (16-17).

(16)  

Tensed subjunctive

a. Bitsín ntáatu =ì [ kusi bà’á =ì itsyààn ].
   today hope:CONT =I sleep:IRR well =I tomorrow
   ‘Today I hope to sleep well tomorrow.’

b. Koni kò ni- kòni Maria [ ku’úñ =ñá tienda bitsín ].
   yesterday NEG COMP- want Maria go:IRR =she store today
   ‘Yesterday Maria did not want to go to the store today.’

(17)  

Untensed subjunctive

a. *Bitsín nákú’úñ ini Maria [ ku’úñ =ñá tienda itsyààn ].
   today remember:CONT in Maria go:IRR =she market tomorrow
   Intended: ‘Today Maria remembers to go to the store tomorrow.’
b. *Koni ntükú Juán [ ka’ani =rà iin ntsibá’yi itsyààn ].
yesterday try:COMP Juan kill:IRR =he one coyote tomorrow
Intended: ‘Yesterday Juan tried to kill a coyote tomorrow.’

Like English, tensed subjunctives in SMPM allow subjects that are not coreferent with a matrix argument, though, also like English, special marking is required. To see this, first consider (18a). Here, the subject of the embedded clause =ñá ‘she’ matches the matrix subject Maria in φ-features, and only a coreferent reading is available. However, a morpheme ná may be used, which forces disjoint reference, as in (18b). If the subject of the embedded clause does not match the matrix subject in φ-features, ná is optional, as in (18c-d). Note as well that non-pronominal embedded subjects are grammatical in tensed subjunctives, as in (18d).

(18) a. Koni Maria [ kusi =ñáj, sj ].
   want:CONT Maria sleep:IRR =she
   ‘Maria wants to sleep.’

b. Koni Maria [ ná kusi =ñá∗j, j ].
   want:CONT Maria NÁ sleep:IRR =she
   ‘Maria wants herj to sleep.’

c. Koni Maria [ (ná ) kusi =řj ].
   want:CONT Maria NÁ sleep:IRR =it.AML
   ‘Maria wants it (an animal) to sleep.’

d. Koni Maria [ (ná ) kusi lée =ñá ].
   want:CONT Maria NÁ sleep:IRR baby =her
   ‘Maria wants her baby to sleep.’

Ná only occurs with tensed subjunctives; untensed subjunctives require a subject that is coreferent with a matrix argument, and ná is ungrammatical. This is shown in (19).7

(19) a. *Ntükú Maria [ (ná ) ku’un { =ñáj, =ràj } tienda ].
   try:COMP Maria NÁ go:IRR =she =he store
   Intended: ‘Maria tried for { herj, himj } to go to the store.’
b. *Nàkú’ún ini Maria, [ (ná) kata bà’a {=náj₁, =ràj} ].
   \[\text{remember: CONT in } \text{Maria NÁ sing:IRR well } =\text{she } =\text{he} \]
   Intended: ‘Maria, remembered for \{ her, him \} to sing well.’

An additional difference between tensed and untensed subjunctives is related to restructuring behavior. Restructuring, or clause union, refers to so-called “monoclausality” (Grano 2012:xiv, 35), or “the lack of clauseboundedness” effects (Wurmbrand 2004:991) with respect to syntactic operations that otherwise demonstrate them. To see restructuring in SMPM, consider quantifier fronting (c.f. 6,8), which is normally clausebounded, as seen in its inability to occur out of finite embedded clauses. This is shown in (20).

(20) No quantifier fronting out of finite embedded clauses

a. *Kwa’á carro, ndâtú’un Maria [ nàkatsya Pedro __].
   many car talk:COMP Maria wash:COMP Pedro
   Intended: ‘Maria said that Pedro washed a lot of cars.’

b. *Ni’iin =nà ká’á =rà doctor [ kò kú’u __].
   no =they think:CONT =he doctor NEG be.sick:CONT
   Intended: ‘The doctor thinks no one is sick.’

Rather, if a quantified nominal that enters the derivation in a finite embedded clauses undergoes quantifier fronting, it must target an “intermediate” position within the embedded clause to the left of the embedded verb. This is provided (21).

(21) a. Káchi Maria [ kòjmí xìtá, xìxi =ná __].
   say:COMP Maria four tortilla eat:COMP =she
   ‘Maria said that she ate four tortillas.’

b. Kúntàà ini =í [ ntsikû mí tšiná, ntá’i __].
   believe:CONT in =I all the dog cry:CONT
   ‘I believe that all the dogs are barking.’

Tensed subjunctives show identical behavior; quantifier fronting may not occur from a tensed subjunctive clause to the matrix clause, but rather quantifier fronting must target a position to the left of the embedded verb. This is provided in (22).
(22) No quantifier fronting from tensed subjunctives

a. *Ntsi’i carro ntuatu Pedro [ nakatsya =rà ____ ].
   every car hope:CONT Pedro wash:IRR =he
   ‘Pedro hopes to wash every car.’

b. *Kwa’a y’a’i f’ni’i chikàa ini Juan [ kaxi =rà ____ ].
   many chili hot put.in:COMP in Juan eat:IRR =he
   Intended: ‘Juan thought to (lit. put inside him) eat many hot chilis.’

(23) Quantifier fronting within tensed subjunctives

a. Ntuatu =rà lo’o [ ntsi’i ña’ái koná =rà ____ ].
   hope:CONT =he little every thing open:IRR =he
   ‘The boy hopes to open every present.’

b. Chikàa ini Juan [ kwa’a y’a’i f’ni’i kaxi =rà ____ ].
   put.in:COMP in Juan many chili hot eat:IRR =he
   ‘Juan thought to eat many hot chilis.’

In contrast, quantifier fronting cannot occur within untensed subjunctives, but rather must target the matrix clause. This mandatory restructuring is shown in (24-25).9

(24) Quantifier fronting from untensed subjunctives

a. Kwa’a ko’òi nàntoso Mateo [ nakatsya =rà ____ ].
   many plate forget:COMP Mateo wash:IRR =he
   ‘Mateo forgot to wash many plates.’

b. Kòjmì y’a’ì ntìkú Maria [ kaxi =ñá ____ ].
   four chili try:COMP Maria eat:IRR =she
   ‘Maria tried to eat four chilis.’

(25) No quantifier fronting within untensed subjunctives

a. *Nàntoso Mateo [ kwa’a ko’òi nakatsya =rà ____ ].
   forget:COMP Mateo many plate wash:IRR =he
   Intended: ‘Mateo forgot to wash many plates.’

b. *Ntìkú Maria [ kòjmì y’a’ì kaxi =ñá ____ ].
   try:COMP Maria four chili eat:IRR =she
   Intended: ‘Maria tried to eat four chilis.’
In this way, SMPM distinguished between three types of embedded clause: finite embedded clauses, tensed subjunctives, and untensed subjunctives, the latter two of which correspond to tensed and untensed nonfinite clauses in other languages respectively. These findings are summarized in (26). Lists of predicates which have been found to select each type of embedded clause are also provided in (27).^10

(26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unrestricted TAM morphology?</th>
<th>Non-coreferent subject?</th>
<th>Restructuring?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finite</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensed subjunctive</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untensed subjunctive</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(27)

a. Predicates that select finite embedded clauses: *ka’án* ‘think,’ *nakanini* ‘believe,’ *kuntàà ini* ‘wonder,’ *kòntî* ‘know,’ *kà’àn* ‘say,’ *ntatà’un* ‘chat,’ *kàchî* ‘said,’ *kusijî ini* ‘be happy,’ *ntsì’i ini* ‘be sad,’ *ntsiko ini* ‘regret’

b. Predicates that select tensed subjunctives: *kõni* ‘want,’ *sìso ini* ‘hate (lit. boil inside),’ *iyî’bi* ‘fear, be afraid,’ *kuntasì* ‘be scared,’ *nakwatu* ‘pray,’ *ntatu* ‘hope,’ *xiinka* ‘agree,’ *xînka* ‘refuse (lit. not agree),’ *chikàà ini* ‘get the idea to’ (lit. put inside)

c. Predicates that select untensed subjunctives: *ntukû* ‘try,’ *nakâ’ün ini* ‘remember’ *nantôso* ‘forget,’ *kútô* ‘like to,’ *kixà* ‘start, begin,’ *ntsì’i* ‘finish,’ *xikwîn* ‘stop,’ *kò xikwîn* ‘continue (lit. not stop)’ *xîniña’u* ‘need,’ *kòni (xà kasa)* ‘know (how to),’ *sakwà’a* ‘learn (how to)’ *kò ntaa* ‘not bother’ (lit. not climb)
4 Obligatory control in San Martín Peras Mixtec

As was discussed briefly in section 3, untensed subjunctives require that their subject be coreferent with a matrix argument. In this section, I show that untensed subjunctives in fact display the distinctive properties of control, specifically obligatory, exhaustive control, whereas tensed subjunctives do not. See Landau 2004 for an identical conclusion in Hebrew and several Balkan languages. Stated differently, untensed subjunctives demonstrate what Landau 2013 calls ‘the OC signature,’ defined in (28).

(28) The OC Signature: In a control construction \[ \ldots X_i \ldots \left[ \right. \begin{array}{l} \text{(28)} \\ \end{array} \ldots \ldots \right. \], where X controls the PRO subject of the clause S:

a. The controller(s) X must be (a) co-dependent(s) of S.

b. PRO (or part of it) must be interpreted as a bound variable.

In contrast, tensed subjunctives do not show properties associated with control. Instead, the subject of a tensed subjunctive patterns as an uncontrolled pronoun, not as a bound variable. From this also comes the observation that the subject of a tensed subjunctive does not require a local, c-commanding antecedent.

4.1 Behavior as a bound variable

Since Morgan 1970, Fodor 1975, and Partee 1975 it has been known that the subject of an obligatory control clause must be interpreted as a bound variable. For instance, obligatory control clauses allow only sloppy readings under VPE, as in (29a). In this way, the subject position of an obligatory control clause patterns with other bound variable anaphora, like reflexives (29b), but not with uncontrolled pronouns, which allow strict readings (29c).

(29) a. John wants PRO to win, and Mary does too. (√ sloppy, *strict)
b. Maria loves herself, and Julio does too. (√ sloppy, *strict)

c. Juan thinks that he is a genius, and Maria does too (√ sloppy, √ strict)

Similar to the uncontrolled pronoun in (29b), pronouns in embedded finite clauses allow both strict and sloppy interpretations under VPE in SMPM. This is provided in (30).

(30) a. Káchi Julia [ b’a kwé’e xįjni =ñá ], sá =ti Mateo =ba.
say:COMP Julia good very head =she so =too Mateo =EMPH
‘Julia said that she is very smart, and so does Mateo.’ (√ sloppy, √ strict)

b. K’áán Juan [ ni’i xįnû =rà ], sá =ti Sergio =ba.
think:COMP Juan fast run:COMP =he so =too Sergio =EMPH
‘Juan thought he ran fast, and Sergio did too.’ (√ sloppy, √ strict)

Likewise, as with the reflexive anaphor in (29b), reflexive anaphors12 and bound variable pronouns in SMPM both only allow sloppy readings under VPE. These are provided in (31). See as well section 6 for more on reflexives in this language. The context used to attempt to elicit a strict judgment for (31b) is also provided.

(31) a. Kôní kwé’e Raúl, mî =rài, sá =ti Maria =ba.
love:CONT very Raul the =him so =too Maria =EMPH
‘Raul loves himself, and Maria does too.’ (√ sloppy, *strict)

b. Ni’iin =rà bálî, kò kútô mástro =rài, sá =ti =ná bálî
no =he little.PL NEG like:CONT teacher =his so =too =they.FEM little.PL
=ba.
=EMPH
‘No boy, likes his teachers, and no girl does either.’ (√ sloppy, *strict)

Context for strict: There’s a school where boys and girls have different teachers, but everyone knows everyone else. No one likes the boys’ teachers.

With this in mind, let us consider the behavior of subjunctives under VPE. Tensed subjunctives, just like the uncontrolled pronouns in (30), readily allow both strict and sloppy interpretations under VPE. This is provided in (32).13
In some ways, the ability of tensed subjunctives to support strict readings under VPE is not surprising. As we have seen throughout, tensed subjunctives have overt pronominal subjects, such as =r`a ‘he’ in the bracketed clauses in (32). Therefore, that (32b) is interpreted more like ‘Raul hopes that he will go to the Olympics and his mother does too (✓ sloppy, ✓ strict)’ rather than ‘Raul hopes to go to the Olympics, and his mother does too (✓ sloppy, *strict)’ is a priori not strange.

In contrast, untensed subjunctives only support sloppy readings under VPE, as shown in (33), with the contexts that were provided to speakers to support possible strict readings.
In contrast to the tensed subjunctives in (32), untensed subjunctives are not interpreted in the expected way; (33b) does not and cannot mean ‘Maria remembered that she went to the store,’ as a word-for-word translation might indicate. Rather, in only allowing sloppy readings under VPE, subjects of untensed subjunctives behave like bound variable anaphora in this language, such as in (31). Furthermore, as was provided in (33), this bound variable interpretation is obligatory. In this way, we begin to see that untensed subjunctives pattern with obligatory control, whereas tensed subjunctives do not.

Another feature of bound variable anaphora is exhaustive binding (Postal 1974, Chomsky 1981, Lasnik 1989, Charnavel and Sportiche 2016, inter alia and et sequitur). For instance, a reflexive anaphor cannot nonexhaustively overlap in reference with its binder. This is provided in (34). (34a) demonstrates a reflexive anaphor that is a subset of its binder, while in (34b) the reflexive anaphor is only partially bound by its binder.

(34) (Adapted from den Dikken et al. 2001:137)

a. *We voted for myself.

b. *I voted for ourselves.

These patterns hold for bound variable anaphora in SMPM as well, as shown in (35) for reflexive anaphors.


see:COMP Ana and Pablo the =him

Intended: ‘Ana and Pabloi saw himselfi.’

b. *Xìni Pabloi mí =nàâi+j.

see:COMP Pablo the =them

Intended: ‘Pabloi saw themselvesi+j’

Within the control literature, it has been found that not all instances of PRO behave the same with respect to exhaustive binding. As was first shown by Landau 2000, 2004, tensed nonfinite embedded clauses allow partial control, similar to the ungrammatical (34b) in
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which whereas untensed nonfinite embedded clauses do not.\textsuperscript{14} This is provided in (36) for English through the behavior of inherently plural predicates like ‘meet’ with a singular matrix subject and adverbs like ‘together,’ which require a plural antecedent.

\begin{enumerate}
\item a. The boss wants to meet at 11 o’clock tomorrow morning.
\item b. John hopes to work on the project together tomorrow.
\item c. *The boss starts to meet at 11 o’clock every day.
\item d. *John is trying to work on the project together.
\end{enumerate}

Like the untensed C-subjunctives in Balkan languages reported by Landau \textsuperscript{2004}, untensed subjunctives in SMPM disallow partial control. This is provided in (37).\textsuperscript{15}

\begin{enumerate}
\item a. *Nànt\’oso =r\’a \textit{patr\’on} [ nakit\’\’an =n\’a \ k\’a \ uxi \ iin ].
\text{forget:COMP =he boss \ meet:IRR =they hour ten one}
\text{Intended: ‘The boss forgot to meet at 11 o’clock.’ (Untensed subjunctive)}
\item b. *X\’in\’ni\’u’u \textit{Maria} [ ku’\’\’un nt\’ibi =n\’a b\’i\’ko ].
\text{need:CONT \textit{Maria} \ go:IRR together =they party}
\text{Intended: ‘Maria needs to go to the party together.’ (Untensed subjunctive)}
\end{enumerate}

In contrast, tensed subjunctives in SMPM do allow nonexhaustive binding, although, as tensed subjunctives do not seem to involve control at all, this would not be a true instance of ‘partial control.’ See the discussion in Sevdali and Sheehan \textsuperscript{2021} of the confound of identifying partial control in languages of this type.\textsuperscript{16} Examples of this nonexhaustive binding are provided in (??).

In this way, subject pronouns of untensed subjunctives consistently pattern with and are interpreted as bound variables in this language, satisfying the second condition of the OC signature from (28b). In contrast, the subjects of tensed subjunctives do not.
4.2 Untensed subjunctives require a local, c-commanding antecedent

As is well established (see Landau 2013 for an overview), the binder of complement obligatory control PRO must be a local c-commander, as in (38a). The same holds for other bound variable anaphora, as shown in (38b) for reflexives.¹⁷

(38)  
a. Julio’s mother, wanted [ PROi, *j, *k to see the puppy ]. 
b. Every boy’s father, loves himselfi, *j, *k.

Beginning with local binding, as was briefly discussed in Section 2, the subjects of some subjunctives in SMPM need not be bound. Importantly, as was discussed above, uncontrolled subjects are available only for tensed subjunctives, as shown in (18b-c), repeated in (39). In contrast, the subjects of untensed subjunctives must be bound, as shown in (40).

(39) Non-locally bound subjects in tensed subjunctive

a. Kòni Maria, [ ná kusi =ñú*i, j ]. want:CONT Maria NÁ sleep:IRR =she ‘Maria, wants herj to sleep.’
b. Kòni Maria, [ ( ná ) kusi =rúj ]. want:CONT Maria NÁ sleep:IRR =it.AML ‘Maria wants it (an animal) to sleep.

(40) Locally bound subjects only in untensed subjunctive

a. *Xiniña’u Maria, [ ( ná ) kwiin { =ñúj, =rúj } iin koto xáá ]. need:CONT Maria NÁ buy:IRR =she =he one shirt new Intended: ‘Maria, needs { herj, himj } to buy a new shirt.’
b. *Kixa Maria, [ ( ná ) kata bá’a { =ñúj, =rúj } ]. start:CONT Maria NÁ sing:IRR well =she =he Intended: ‘Maria started for { herj, himj } to sing well.’

Tensed subjunctives also allow non-coreferent non-pronominal subjects, as in (41a), while untensed subjunctives do not allow this, as in (41b).
Likewise, subjects of tensed subjunctives do not require a c-commanding antecedent, whereas subjects of untensed subjunctives do. This can be seen in considering the behavior of possessors. In SMPM, possessors do not seem to c-command out of their containing DP, as evidenced by their inability to license a reflexive in object position, just like in (38b). This is shown in (42). See Section 6 for further discussion of reflexives in SMPM.

(42) Xíni ísi'/i_4 Marcario_i \{ mí =ñá_i, *mí =rà_j \} ini yútátá.
    see:COMP wife Marcario the =her the =him in mirror
    ‘Marcario_j’s wife_i saw \{ herself_i, *himself_j \} in the mirror.’

Despite this lack of c-command, a matrix possessor can antecede the subject of a tensed subjunctive, but not the subject of an untensed subjunctive, as shown in (43) and (44).

(43) Non-c-commanding antecedent: tensed subjunctive

   a. Kòni nána Julio_i \[ ná keba’a =rà_i mí carrera \].
      want:COMP mother Julio NÁ win:IRR =he the race
      ‘Julio_i’s mother wants him_i to win the race.’

   b. Ntátu amiga ña’à Marco_i \[ ná ku’u =rà_i mí Olimpico \].
      hope:COMP friend.FEM POSS Marco NÁ go:IRR =he the Olympics
      ‘Marco_i’s friend hopes for him_i to go to the Olympics.’

(44) No non-c-commanding antecedent: untensed subjunctive

   a. *Nàntösso tátá Maria_i \[ ku’un =ñá_i tienda \].
      forget:COMP father Maria go:IRR =she store
      Intended: ‘Maria_i’s father forgot for her_i to go to the store.’

   b. *Xíni’uñu nána Julio_i \[ kwinn =rà_i iin koto xáá \].
      need:COMP mother Julio buy:IRR =he one shirt new
Intended: ‘Julio’s mother needs him, to buy a new shirt.’

More extreme examples of non-c-commanding antecedents for subjects of tensed subjunctives also occur, such as embedding a possessor antecedent in an adjunct in (45). Similar data are not replicable for untensed subjunctives, though, as in (46).

(45) Tensed subjunctive

a. Biékó ña’â Marcoi xindatu Ana [ kaxi =rà, yù’u =ñá ].
   party POSS Marco hope:IMP:COMP Ana eat:IRR =he mouth =her
   ‘At Marco’s party, Ana hoped for him, to kiss her.’

b. Biékó ña’â Marcoi kòni Ana [ kaxi =rà, yù’u =ñá ].
   party POSS Marco want:COMP Ana eat:IRR =he mouth =her
   ‘At Marco’s party, Ana wanted for him, to kiss her.’

(46) Untensed subjunctive

a. *Biékó ña’â Marcoi xiniñu’u Ana [ kaxi =rà, yù’u =ñá ].
   party POSS Marco need:COMP Ana eat:IRR =he mouth =her
   Intended: ‘At Marco’s party, Ana needed for him, to kiss her.’

b. *Biékó ña’â Marcoi ntükú Ana [ kaxi =rà, yù’u =ñá ].
   party POSS Marco try:COMP Ana eat:IRR =he mouth =her
   Intended: ‘At Marco’s party, Ana tried for him, to kiss her.’

This behavior aligns subjects of untensed subjunctives with other bound variable anaphora in SMPM. Like the reflexive anaphor in (42), bound variable pronouns also seem to require c-command in this language. This is shown in (48). Note that only ni’iin ‘no’ is presented to avoid confounds with e-type readings (Evans 1980:340).

(47) No bound variable interpretations without c-command

a. Kò kòni nána ni’iin =ná báli, =nást,i,j.
   NEG love:CONT mother no =their little.PL =them
   Intended: ‘No child’s mother loves him.’

b. Kò kòni se’e =ná, ni’iin =ná st'i’st,i,j.
   NEG love:CONT child =their.FEM no =their.FEM female
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Intended: ‘Their children love no women.’

c. Bijkō ŋa’a ni’iin =rā tsyāja; Ńi- xini Sofia =rā+ i. j.  
party POSS no =he man COMP.NEG- see Sofia =them.FEM  
Intended: ‘At no man’s party Sofia saw him.’

(48) Bound variable interpretations with c-command

a. Kò táxá’á ni’iin =nà bálí; xi’in nána =nà.  
dance:CONT no =they little.PL with mother =their  
‘No child is dancing with their mother.’

b. Ní- taxi ni’iin =nà bálí; skwēla ijta nda’ā mástro =nà.  
COMP.NEG- give no =they little.PL school flower to teacher =their  
‘No student gave a flower to their teacher.’

c. Kò ká’án ni’iin =rā tsyāja; kēba’a =rā mí carrera.  
think:CONT no =he man win:IRR.NEG =he the race  
‘No man thinks that he will not win the race.’

Like subjects of tensed subjunctives in (43), though, pronominal coreference without quantificational variable binding does not require c-command, as shown in (49).

(49) a. Kò ní- i’ín chútun sāna Julíøi =rā, j.  
NEG COMP- scratch cat POSS.AML Julio =him  
‘Julio’s cat did not scratch him.’

b. Kòni kwé’e nána Anäi =nái.  
love:CONT a.lot mother An =her  
‘Anä’s mother loves her a lot.’

c. Bijkō ŋa’a Marcoi xini An =rā.  
party POSS Marco see:COMP An =him  
‘At Marco’s party Ana saw him.’

In this way, the subjects of untensed subjunctives fit the profile of bound variable anaphora in this language, whereas the subjects of tense subjunctives pattern as unbound, possibly coreferential, pronouns.
4.3 Intermediate summary

In this section, we saw that untensed subjunctives demonstrate all of the core features of control: their subjects are interpreted as bound variables, which, in this language, require a c-commanding binder. Crucially, these interpretive properties must occur with an overt pronoun, rather than with null PRO. This was first shown in (1), repeated as (50), and which we can now recognize as involving untensed subjunctives.

(50) a. Ntûkú Jûan [ ka’ani *( rài, sj ) iin ntsibá’yi ].
try:COMP Juan kill:IRR =he one coyote
‘Juan tried to kill a coyote.’

b. Nàkú’ún in María [ ku’ún *( nái, sj ) tienda koni ].
remember:COMP in María go:IRR =she store yesterday
‘Maria remembered to go to the store yesterday.’

c. Sâkwá’a Júlio [ kani’i *( rài, sj ) carro ].
learn:COMP Julio drive:IRR =he car
‘Julio learned how to drive.’

In this way, SMPM can be thought of as a language in which obligatorily control PRO is always overt. As an anonymous reviewer observes, this conclusion may not be surprising in some respects given the typological profile of SMPM. As discussed above, SMPM is a non-pro-drop language, and all obligatory control clauses are finite. Therefore, the appearance of overt pronominal subjects in obligatory control clauses is prima facie expected.

Caution is merited here, though, as it is not the case that PRO is always overt in non-pro-drop languages with finite control. For instance, Landau 2004 reports that pro-drop is ungrammatical in Hebrew with third-person subjects in all tenses, as shown in (51).

(51) *( hu ) { diber, yedaber, medaber }.
he talked.3SG will talk.3SG talks.3SG
‘He { talked, will talk, talks }.’ (Landau 2004:815)

Despite this lack of pro-drop, Hebrew requires null subjects, i.e., PRO, in finite object
control constructions such as (52).

(52) Hem kivu še- { PRO, # hem } yelxu ha-bayta mukdam.  
they hoped that- they will go.3FL home early  
Intended: ‘They hoped to go home early.’ (Landau 2004:816)  

Overt pro good without OC, e.g. ‘They hoped that they will go home early.’

Likewise, it is not the case that if a language has overt PRO then it will have finite control. While we discuss this language further in section 5, Sulemana 2021 reports that Bùli has obligatory overt PRO in non-finite clauses, briefly shown in (53).

(53) Asouk t’iēr’ wà { dà gbàŋ, # dà gbàŋ }.  
Asouk remember 3SG buy.NONFIN book buy.PAST book  
‘Asouk remembered to buy a book.’ (Adapted from Sulemana 2021:75)  

Finite verb good without OC, e.g. ‘Asouk remembered that he bought a book.’

As such, we cannot straightforwardly conflate overt PRO with a combination of finite control and non-pro-drop. That said, there may be a weaker correlation between overt PRO and non-pro-drop. The two best studied languages with obligatorily overt PRO in complement clause obligatory control, Gà (Allotey 2021) and Bùli (Sulemana 2021), each discussed further in section 5 are reported to be non-pro-drop languages like SMPM. This means that we can posit the tentative one-way implicational universal in (54), although more typological work is, of course, necessary.¹⁹

(54) If a language requires the subject of obligatory control clauses (i.e., PRO) to be overt, then that language will not allow pro-drop.
5 Overt PRO cross-linguistically

As mentioned briefly above, SMPM is not the first language to be described as having overt PRO. The phenomenon of having an overt subject in a control clause is referred to by Polinsky and Potsdam 2006 as copy control, defined in (55).

(55) Copy control: The phenomenon in which the subject of a control clause is a phonologically overt copy of its controller.

Setting aside adjunct control (see Haddad 2009, 2011), copy control is rarely reported in the literature, and indeed believed to be rare (Potsdam and Haddad 2017:9). The attested copy control systems fall into two broad categories. I term the first full copy control, as the subject of a control clause is expounded as a full copy of its controller, as in (56).

(56) Full copy control
    a. B- yenl\text{\text`a}'z b\text{\text`u}uhhz\text{\text`i} [ ny- ahcn\text{\text`e}e b\text{\text`u}uhhz\text{\text`i} Gye\text{\text`e}ih\text{\text`l}ly ].
       PERF forget priest SUBJ help priest Mike [ ny- ahcn\text{\text`e}e b\text{\text`u}uhhz\text{\text`i} Gye\text{\text`e}ih\text{\text`l}ly ].
       ‘The priest forgot to help Mike.’ (San Lucas Quiévani Zapotec, Lee 2003).
    b. Me r\text{\text`a} Ju\text{\text`a} [ ca- ’n\text{\text`a} Ju\text{\text`a} ].
       want Juan POT come Juan
       ‘Juan wants to come.’ (Copala Triqui, Broadwell 2019)

Full copy control is not available in SMPM, though, as shown in (57). Instead, a pronoun must be used, as we have seen throughout.

(57) a. N\text{\text`a}nt\text{\text`o} Juana\text{\text`i} [ nakatsya { =\text{\text`i}, * Juana\text{\text`i} } mí t\text{\text`y}\text{\text`\`a} ].
       forget:COMP Juana wash:IRR =she Juana the clothes
       ‘Juana forgot to wash the clothes.’
    b. Kix\text{\text`a} mí leso\text{\text`i} [ tax\text{\text`\`a}’á { =\text{\text`i}, *mí leso\text{\text`i} } ].
       start:COMP the rabbit dance:IRR =it.AML the rabbit
       ‘The rabbit started to dance.’

Patterns superficially like SMPM in which the subject position of the controlled clause
is expounded as a pronoun matching its controller in $\phi$-features are also attested. I call this broad pattern pronominal copy control. In the literature, three types of pronomial copy control are discussed. The first, which I term logophoric pronominal copy control, seems to be found only in attitude reports. Several examples are provided in (58).

(58) Logophoric copy control

a. Ámãì dʒɪ [ bé jè, sì lá ñù nu].
   \hspace{1cm} Ama want C LOG POT eat thing
   \hspace{1cm} ‘Ama wants to eat.’ (Gengbe, \textit{Grano and Lotven}, 2018)

b. Lisi dasuanì [ xia ke yihou taì yao qu kan-kan].
   \hspace{1cm} Lisi plan end class after he will go look-look
   \hspace{1cm} ‘Lisi plans to go take a look after class.’ (Mandarin, \textit{Li}, 2021)

While theoretically significant in similar ways, logophoric pronominal copy control differs from copy control in SMPM in several respects. First, as we saw in Section 4, pronominal copy control in SMPM does not only occur in attitude reports; rather, attitude predicates like \textit{ntatu} ‘hope’ or \textit{kônì} ‘want’ select tensed subjunctives, which were shown to not display the OC signature. Second, as \textit{Li}, 2021 shows, logophoric pronominal copy control in Mandarin does not seem to involve \textit{PRO}, distinguishing it from pronominal copy control in SMPM. See Section 4.

The second sort of pronominal copy control seems to have first been discussed by \textit{Szabolcsi}, 2009, who observed that if \textit{PRO} is modified by a scope-taking operator, particularly focus, then it often must be realized as an overt pronoun. See as well \textit{Livitz}, 2014, \textit{Herbeck}, 2015, \textit{Landau}, 2015, \textit{Barbosa}, 2018, and \textit{Ganenkov} To appear. I call this scope-sensitive pronominal copy control, examples of which are provided in (59).

(59) Scope-sensitive pronominal copy control

a. Ogni ragazzoì, odierrebbe [ andare solo lui à Milano].
   \hspace{1cm} every boy would.hate.3SG go.1NF only he to Milan
   \hspace{1cm} ‘Every boy would hate it if only he went to Milan.’ (Italian, \textit{Szabolcsi}, 2009)
b. \(\text{pro}_i\) Utálna [ mindig csak \(\delta_i\) kapni büntetést ].
   hate.COND.3SG always only he get.INF punishment.ACC
   ‘He would hate if always only he got punished.’ (Hungarian, Livitz 2014)

c. Só o João detestou [ resolver \(\text{ele}_i\) o problema ].
   only the João hated. solve.INF PRO the problem
   ‘Only João hated it that only him solved the problem.’ (European Portuguese, Barbosa 2009 via Livitz 2014)

Pronominal copy control in SMPM differs from scope-sensitive copy control in two ways. First, the languages in (59) all require null PRO without focus or a scope-taking operator, as shown in (60). As was shown in (50), this is not available in SMPM.

(60) a. Ogni ragazzo\(i\) odierrebbe [ andare \{ PRO\(i\), *lui\(i\) \} a Milano ].
   every boy would.hate.3SG go.INF PRO he to Milan
   ‘Every boy would hate to go to Milan.’ (Italian, Szabolcsi 2009)

b. \(\text{pro}_i\) Utálna [ mindig \{ PRO\(i\), *\(\delta_i\) \} kapni büntetést ].
   would.hate.3SG always PRO he get.INF punishment.ACC
   ‘He would hate to always get punished.’ (Hungarian, Livitz 2014)

c. Só o João\(i\) detestou [ resolver \{ PRO, \# ele\(i\) \} o problema ].
   only the João hated. solve.INF PRO he the problem
   ‘Only João hated solving the problem.’ (European Portuguese, Barbosa 2009 via Livitz 2014)

Second, without an overt operator, the pronominal subjects of untensed subjunctives in SMPM would presumably need to be interpreted as bearing focus, comparable to the European Portuguese in (59c). This is not a possibility for this language, though. To see this, recall from (4) that SMPM distinguished between clitic and non-clitic pronouns. The local person clitic/non-clitic pairs are provided (61) in (62).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(61) Local person clitic pronouns</th>
<th>(62) Local person nonclitic pronouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SG</strong></td>
<td><strong>PL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>=ì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>=ú</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a distinct non-clitic form is not present, as with the first plural inclusive and non-local persons, several ‘strengthening’ strategies exist to make non-clitic pronouns. These include modifying a clitic pronoun with a demonstrative, e.g. yé yo’o ‘we (INCL) here,’ or adding the definite article mí, also used to form reflexive anaphors (see section 6), yielding forms like mí=rà ‘himself.’ See McCloskey and Hale (1984) for similar phenomena in Irish.

Clitic pronouns in SMPM pattern in the usual way (Cardinaletti and Starke 1999): clitic pronouns cannot be coordinated (63a), cannot occur on their own (63b), and may have impersonal readings (63c). These properties do not hold for non-clitic pronouns, as in (64).

(63) a. *Cita ku’un =ñá ra =rà itsyåàn.
    date go:IRR =she and =he tomorrow
    Intended: ‘Her and him are going on a date tomorrow.’

    b. *Yo =ná xàxi *galleta? =Ñá!
    who =they eat:COMP cookie =she
    Intended: ‘Who ate the cookies? Her!’

    c. Ñùù Ká’nu chí’i =ñá ndójo.
    town big sow:CONT =they sugar.cane
    ‘They (in general) grow sugar cane in San Martín Peras (lit. the big town).’

(64) a. Cita ku’un mí =ñá ra mí =rà itsyåàn.
    date go:IRR the =she and the =he tomorrow
    ‘Her and him are going on a date tomorrow.’

    b. Yo =ná xàxi *galleta? Ñá kan!
    who =they eat:COMP cookie she there
    ‘Who ate the cookies? Her!’
Obligatory overt PRO in San Martín Peras Mixtec

(65) a. Íntàa { yù’u, * =i } kachùn itsyààn.
   only I =I work:IRR tomorrow
   ‘Only I will work tomorrow.’

b. Íntàa { rà kan, * =rà } kachùn itsyààn.
   only =he there =he work:IRR tomorrow
   ‘Only he will work tomorrow.’

Overt operators are not required for focus interpretations of pronouns, though, as shown in contrasting the non-focused interpretation of the clitic pronoun in (66) with the focus interpretation of the corresponding non-clitic.

(66) Á chíntsye Javier { =ndú, ndú’ú } bitsin?
   Q help:CONT Javier =you.PL you.PL today
   ‘Will Javier help { you all, YOU ALL } today?’

Speaker comment: Ndú’ú invokes alternatives, “it’s like we’re contrasting you with other people” i.e., it bears focus. =Ndú does not.

Crucially, the pronominal subjects of untensed subjunctives must be clitics, with any non-clitic forms judged as sharply ungrammatical. This is shown in (67).

(67) a. *Saá nántoso =ndói [ koná ndó’ój yûye’e ].
   always forget:CONT =you.PL open:IRR you door
   Intended: ‘You always forget for YOU to open the door (not other people).’

b. *Xiñi Marcoi [ ixutsya mì =rài ].
   know:CONT Marco swim:IRR the =he
   Intended: ‘Marco knows how to swim.’

c. #Ñùù Ká’nu chí’i nà kan ndòjo.
   town big sow:CONT they there sugar.cane
   Intended: ‘They (in general) grow sugar cane in San Martín Peras.’

Good as ‘They (a specific group) grow sugar cane in San Martín Peras.’

Importantly for our purposes, clitic pronouns cannot bear focus. In such contexts, as with Íntàa ‘only’ in (65), non-clitic pronouns must be used.²¹

²¹
Obligatorily overt PRO in San Martín Peras Mixtec

In contrast, pronominal subjects of tensed subjunctives, argued above to not involve control, do not need to be clitics, as shown in (68).

(68) a. Kōni Juan [ keba’a mí =rā; carrera ].
want:CONT Juan win:IRR the =he race
‘Juan wants to win the race.’

b. Ntatu Maria [ ku’ún mí =ñā; yòjo ].
hope:CONT Maria go:IRR the =she moon
‘Maria hopes to go to the moon.’

As such, it seems to be the case that subjunctives interpreted as controlled clauses, e.g., untensed subjunctives, require clitic pronominal subjects. This, coupled with the inability of clitic pronouns to occur with focus, indicates that pronominal copy control in SMPM cannot be analyzed as scope-sensitive pronominal copy control on par with the languages in (59).

Rather, SMPM seems to instantiate an apparently rare type of pronominal copy control that I term obligatory pronominal copy control. I am aware of only two other languages argued to be of this type: Gá (Allotey, 2021) and Búli (Sulemana, 2021).

(69) Obligatory pronominal copy control

a. Gbekebi; l’e nye ni { ame, *PRO } he shia.
children DET managed C 3PL buy home
‘The children managed to buy a home.’ (Gá, Allotey, 2021)

b. Asouk; tèrì { wà, *PRO } dà gbàŋ.
Asouk remember 3SG buy book
‘Asouk remembered to buy a book.’ (Búli, Sulemana, 2021)

Allotey, 2021 notes that obligatory pronominal copy control may be an areal feature of Ghana and surrounding countries, describing it in Igbo, Akan, and Ewe as well as Gá. To
my knowledge, SMPM is the first language outside this area to be argued to have obligatory pronominal copy control.

6 Against a movement analysis

Having established that untensed subjunctives in SMPM involve obligatory control, let us start to derive ‘overt \textit{PRO}’ in SMPM, beginning with its syntactic derivation.

The literature provides two broad derivations of control. The first, termed the base-generated analysis, shown in (70a), involves two distinct positions, one in the embedded clause and one in the matrix clause, that are each occupied by distinct elements, e.g. a matrix controller and \textit{PRO}. Under this analysis, the two positions are linked via a non-movement relation such as variable binding. The second, shown in (70b), has the matrix controller enter the derivation in the subject position of the embedded clause, and then move to the matrix clause. As such, this analysis involves two copies of just one DP, rather than two distinct DPs. See Landau 2013 and Hornstein and Polinsky 2010 for overviews and arguments for each.

(70) a. $\text{matrix} [ \text{Controller,} \ldots \text{control}, [ \text{Subject,} \ldots ] ]$ (Base generation)

b. $\text{matrix} [ \text{Controller,} \ldots \text{control}, [ \text{Subject,} \ldots ] ]$ (Movement)

While movement theories of control were built to handle languages in which the controlled subject is null (Hornstein 1999), such analyses have been extended to copy control under the copy theory of movement (Chomsky 1995). See Lee 2003 and Boeckx et al. 2009. Likewise, a movement analysis of pronominal copy control in SMPM could proceed along similar lines, with the pronominal subject of the untensed subjunctive a kind of reduced copy (e.g., Kandybowicz 2006 or Harizanov 2014).
My goal in this discussion is not to argue for or against the theoretical merits of either approach. Rather, I modestly argue that a movement analysis is not appropriate for SMPM. The basis of this argument comes from the distribution of exempt anaphors. See Barbosa 2009:109-110 for a similarly structured argument. To begin, consider the behavior of locally bound reflexive anaphors. As shown in (71) and presented briefly above in (42) and (65), reflexive anaphora are composed of the definite article mí with a clitic pronoun.

(71) a. Xìni Juan, mí rà i ini yútátá. see:COMP Juan the =him in mirror ‘Juan saw himself in the mirror.’

b. Saá kà’àn Maria, xa’á mí =ñá i. always talk:CONT Maria about the =her ‘Maria always talks about herself.’

A reflexive interpretation is unavailable without mí. Rather, only a non-coreferent interpretation is available. This can be seen in contrasting (71) with (72).

(72) a. Xìni Juan, =rà i ini yútátá. see:COMP Juan =him in mirror ‘Juan saw him in the mirror.’

b. Saá kà’àn Maria, xa’á =ñá i. always talk:CONT Maria about =her ‘Maria always talks about her.’

As will be relevant to our discussion below, quantified nominals readily bind locally bound reflexive anaphors as well, similar to (71). This is shown in (73).

(73) a. Tá’iin’nà bálíi xìni mí =nà ini yútátá. each =they little.PL see:COMP the =them in mirror ‘Every child saw themselves in the mirror.’

b. Ni’iin =nà, nĩ- kà’àn xa’á mí =nà bijkó. no =they COMP:NEG talk about the =them party ‘No one talked about themselves at the party.’
Pronouns with *m* are required for reflexive interpretations with direct objects and objects of prepositions, as in (71), but not with possessors (e.g., ‘Mary saw her father’). If present, though, speakers translate these items into Spanish as *su propio* ‘its own,’ as in (74). I will refer to these optional uses of reflexive anaphors outside of their usual binding domain as exempt anaphors (Pollard and Sag 1992).

(74) a. Ts’iiti tśinat ndo’ { =rí, mi =rí }.
    bite:COMP dog tail =its the =its
    ‘The dog bit its own tail.’

b. Xin Maria tata { =ña, mi =ña }.
    see:COMP Maria father =her the =her
    ‘Maria saw her own father.’

Unlike locally bound reflexive anaphors (c.f. 73), exempt anaphors cannot be anteceded by a quantified nominal. This is provided in (75).

(75) a. *Tá’iiri’inn tśinat tsiiti ndo’ mi =rí.
    each dog bite:COMP tail the =its
    Intended: ‘Each dog bit its own tail.’

b. *Ni’iin =ña bali ní-xin tata mi =ña.
    no =they.FEM little.PL COMP.NEG see father the =their.FEM
    Intended: ‘No girl saw her own father.’

Exempt anaphors do not only occur as possessors, and this restriction against quantified antecedents extends to other positions. This can be seen in contrasting (76) with (77).

(76) a. Káchi =nà xi’in Julio [ b’a sáisi mi =rài pelota ].
    say:COMP =they with Julio well play:CONT the =he soccer
    ‘They told Julio that himself, plays soccer very well.’

b. Káchi Juan [ kààn nu Maria xa’á mi =rài ].
    say:COMP Juan say:COMP insult Maria about the =him
    ‘Juan said that Maria insulted himself.’

(77) a. Ni’iin =nà bali ní-ká’án [ sánta’u’u ( *mi ) =nà ].
    no =they little.PL COMP:NEG- think lose:IRR the =they
‘No child thought that himself would lose.’

b. Ntattũ’un ‘iin’iin =nà bált̄i [ kànĩ Maria ( *mĩ ) =nài ].
talk:COMP each =they little.PL hit:COMP Maria the =them
‘Each child said that Maria hit himself.’

As such, it seems that SMPM obeys a restriction like (78).

(78) The antecedent of an exempt anaphor cannot be quantified.

Setting aside the origin of (78) or how it is enforced in the grammar, its repair is to use left dislocation with a clitic pronoun in argument position, as in (79).

(79) a. Tã’iin’iin tsĩn̄i, tsii =rf̄i ndów’ò mĩ =rf̄i.
each dog bite:COMP =it.AML tail the =its.AML
‘Each dog, they bit their own tail.’

b. Ni’iin =nà bálti, nĩ- xini =nài táta mĩ =nài.
no =they.FEM little.PL COMP:NEG see =they.FEM father the =their.FEM
‘No girl, she didn’t saw her own father.’

I argue that this “clitic left dislocation” can circumvent (78) because it does not involve movement in this language. This can be seen in two ways. First, like French (de Cat 2007), clitic left dislocation in SMPM is not island sensitive. To see this, compare the (a) examples in (80-81), which demonstrate attempted wh-movement out of adjunct and wh-islands respectively, with the grammatical clitic left dislocation (b) examples.

(80) Adjunct island

a. *Yóĩ, ntsǐ’i kwé’e in Julio [ chi nĩ- xì’i ___ ]?
who sad very in Julio because COMP- die
Intended: ‘Who is Julio sad because ___ died?’

b. Raũlĩ kúsíjĩ in Maria [ chi kachûn =ràĩ itsyàan ].
Raul be.happy:CONT in Maria because work:IRR =he tomorrow
‘Raul, Maria is happy because he will work tomorrow.’

(81) Wh-island
Obligatorily overt PRO in San Martín Peras Mixtec

a. *Nǎ, xǐnĩ =ú [ nǎcůn xixi Diego ___ bijnō ]? what know:CONT.NEG =you why eat:COMP Diego party
   Intended: ‘What do you not know why Diego ate ___ at the party?’

b. Mí tśinĩ kò kúntă in Javier [ nǎcůn ntá’yi =ríi ].
   the dog NEG believe:CONT in Javier why bark:CONT =it.AML
   ‘The dog, Javier doesn’t know why it is barking.’

Second, indefinites that undergo clitic left dislocation fail to reconstruct for scope. Rather, only a wide scope, de re interpretation is available, similar to Modern Greek as reported by Alexopoulou and Folli (2019). This is shown in (82), where we see that the clitic left dislocated indefinite in (82a) can be followed by the de re context in (82b), but not the de dicto context in (82c).

(82) a. Iin dragón; kōni =rà tsyàja ka’ani =rà =ríi,...
   one dragon want:CONT =he man kill:IRR =he =it.AML
   ‘A dragon, a man wants to kill it...’

   b. ... ra yúkũ ýıo =rí.
   and forest be:CONT =it.AML
   ‘...and it is in the forest.’ (✓ de re, ∃ > want)

   c. ?... so kò xá’ani =rà mí =rà, ntsýán =ríi nikuù =ba.
   but NEG care:CONT =he the =he which =it.AML ever =EMPH
   ‘...but he doesn’t care which one.’ (*de dicto, want > ∃)

Together, (80-82) indicate that clitic left dislocation in SMPM does not involve movement. Rather, the pronoun in argument position (e.g. =ríi ‘it (an animal)’ in 82a) seems to be base generated and linked to the dislocated nominal via a process other than movement. This allows us to understand why clitic left dislocation constitutes a repair to (78): the base generated pronoun, and not the dislocated quantified DP, antecedes the exempt anaphor.

With this in mind, consider the behavior of exempt anaphors in untensed subjunctives. To begin, recall our two analyses of control, repeated in (83).

(83) a. matrix [ Subject₁ ... control [ Subject₁ ... ] ] (Base generation)
If we adopt the movement analysis in (83b), then we expect exempt anaphors to not be available in an untensed subjunctive with a quantified matrix controller. This is because the quantified subject would syntactically be in both matrix and embedded subject position, with the pronominal subject of the untensed subjunctive a sort of reduced, overt copy (e.g., Kandybowicz 2006, Harizanov 2014). As such, an exempt anaphor in the embedded clause would have no licit antecedent, as (78) would be violated. A sample derivation is provided in (84).

(84)  \[
\text{Matrix} [ Q \text{DP}_i \ldots \text{untensed subj.} [ Q \text{DP}_\text{ubi} \ldots \text{exempt anaphor}_i ] ]
\]

Prediction: ungrammatical, violates (78)

In contrast, a base generation account posits two distinct syntactic items, the matrix controller and the pronominal subject of the untensed subjunctive. This means that an exempt anaphor should be possible within the untensed subjunctive; the pronominal subject would serve as the antecedent, just like the base generated pronoun under clitic left dislocation in (79). This is shown in (85).

(85)  \[
\text{Matrix} [ Q \text{DP}_i \ldots \text{untensed subj.} [ D_i \ldots \text{exempt anaphor}_i ] ]
\]

Prediction: grammatical, D antecedes exempt anaphor

Given these opposite predictions, the availability of exempt anaphors in untensed subjunctives with quantified controllers can diagnose the derivation of control in SMPM: if exempt anaphors are available in this configuration, this suggests a base generation analysis is most appropriate, but if they are not available, this would suggest a movement analysis. As it turns out, exempt anaphors are grammatical in untensed subjunctives with quantified controllers without clitic left dislocation. This can be seen in comparing (86) with (75).
(86) a. Tá’iín’iin tsínà, kixañ [ tsiį =ríi ndò’ò mí =ríi. ]
    each dog start:COMP bite:IRR =it.AML tail the =its.AML
    ‘Each dogs started to bite their own tails.’

    b. Ni’iin =rà bálíi kò xíníñu’u [ kòní =rài táta mí =rài. ]
       no =he little.PL NEG need:CONT see:IRR =he father the =his
    ‘No boy needs to see his own father.’

Note as well that the quantifier fronting in (86) is not necessary, as shown in (87).

(87) a. Kixañ iín tsínài [ tsiį =ríi ndò’ò mí =ríi. ]
    start:COMP one dog bite:IRR =it.AML tail the =its.AML
    ‘A dog started to bit its own tail.’

    b. Kò xíníñu’u ni’iin =rà bálíi [ kòní =rài táta mí =rài. ]
       NEG need:CONT no =he little.PL see:IRR =he father the =his
    ‘No boy needs to see his own father.’

In this way, a movement analysis of control makes incorrect predictions for SMPM
with respect to the distribution of exempt anaphors. Stated informally, exempt anaphors
require that the pronominal subject of a untensed subjunctive be a bona fide pronoun in
order to have an antecedent that does not violate (78). The copy theory of movement
cannot provide this pronoun, as syntactically the apparent pronoun would be a copy of the
infelicitous quantified antecedent. As such, let us move forward under a base generation
approach to control and see how it can derive pronominal copy control in SMPM.

7 A morphological analysis

We begin with the desiderata for any analysis of pronominal copy control in SMPM. First,
we saw in Section 4.1 that the pronominal subject of untensed subjunctives must be inter-
preted as a bound variable. Second, Section 6 showed that this pronoun must be base
generated, not derived via movement. From this perspective, then, deriving pronominal
copy control in SMPM becomes a question of the exponence of bound variable anaphora.
The exponence of bound variable anaphora varies widely cross-linguistically. For example, bound variable anaphora in English are exponed as -self reflexives when locally bound, but as PRO or as pronouns in other positions. This is shown in (88).

(88)  
  a. Jose saw { *herself, *PRO, her }. (Referential pronoun)  
  b. No girli saw { herselfi, *PROi, *heri } (Reflexive)  
  c. No girli started { *herselfi, PROi, *heri } to dance. (Control)  
  d. No girli saw { *herselfi, *PROi, heri } mother. (Bound variable pronoun)  

The pattern in (88) is not universal, though. For example, reflexive anaphors, controlled subjects (e.g., PRO), and bound variable pronouns are all syncretic with referential pronouns in Quiegolani Zapotec, shown in (89), with the bound variables underlined.27

(89) Quiegolani Zapotec (Black 1994)  
  a. S- ya men ru x- yuu men. (Referential pronoun)  
     PR- go 3RD mouth POSS- house 3RD  
     ‘He is going to his house.’ (pg. 64)  
  b. R- wii meni meni. (Reflexive)  
     HAB- see 3RD 3RD  
     ‘She/he/theyi see(s) him/her/themselfi.’ (pg. 95)  
  c. Zem r- laan Josei ts- a meni Laa. (Control)  
     seem HAB- want Jose POT- go 3RD Oaxaca  
     ‘Josei seems to want PROi to go to Oaxaca.’ (pg. 80)  
  d. R- a txup tsen wnaaii r- ka meni gyus. (Bound variable pronoun)  
     HAB- go two three woman HAB- buy 3RD pot  
     ‘A few womeni went and (theyi) bought a pot.’ (pg. 103)  

In other languages with syncretism among bound variables, not all bound variable anaphora are isomorphic like Quiegolani Zapotec in (89). For example, reflexive anaphors in Haitian are syncretic with bound variable pronouns, but not with controlled subjects, which are null (i.e., PRO),28 as in (90).29
(90) Haitian

a. Jak$_i$ tchwe Jak$_i$. (Referential pronoun)
   ‘Jak$_i$ killed him/her/it$_j$.’ (Déchaîne and Manfredi 1994:209)

b. Li$_i$ wè nan glas la. (Reflexive)
   ‘S/he$_i$ saw himself/herself$_i$ in the mirror.’ (Déchaîne and Manfredi 1994:203)

c. Ti medam yo pa vle [ PRO$_i$ koute msye ] . (Control)
   ‘The girls$_i$ do not want PRO$_i$ to listen to the gentleman.’ (Targète and Urciolo 1993:19)

d. Chak every moun$_i$ dwe defann peyi. (Bound variable pronoun)
   ‘Every person$_i$ should defend his$_i$ country.’ (Targète and Urciolo 1993:43)

From this perspective, pronominal copy control in SMPM can be understood as syncretism similar to that in Haitian. Rather than syncretism between reflexive anaphors and bound variable pronouns, though, in SMPM syncretism occurs between controlled subjects and bound variable pronouns. This can be seen in (91b-c).

(91) San Martín Peras Mixtec

a. Iin tsin$_i$ xiin =i. Rí chîn$_i$ =ri. (Referential pronoun)
   ‘I bought a new dog. It$_i$ has curly fur.’

b. Ni’iin tsin$_i$ kò nì- tsii mì =ri. (Reflexive)
   ‘No dog$_i$ bit itself$_i$.’

c. Ni’iin tsin$_i$ kò nì- kixå [ nta’yi =ri ] . (Control)
   ‘No dog$_i$ started PRO$_i$ to bark.’

d. Ni’iin tsin$_i$, kò nì- tsìì ndò’ò =ri. (Bound variable pronoun)
   ‘No dog$_i$ bit its$_i$ tail.’
These findings are summarized in the table in (92), in which ‘=’ signifies that the relevant cells are syncretic, while ‘x’ signifies that they are not.30

(92)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referential pronoun</th>
<th>Reflexive</th>
<th>Controlled subject (e.g. PRO)</th>
<th>Bound variable pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. English</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Quegolani</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zapotec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Haitian</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. SMPM</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to account for morphological diversity and syncretism among bound variable anaphora, let us adopt the framework of Kratzer 2009, Safir 2014, Landau 2015, and Sulemana 2021. Building off Kratzer 1998, this literature proposes that all instances of bound variable anaphora are syntactically represented by a single element, termed a minimal pronoun by Kratzer 2009 and Landau 2015 and D-bound by Safir 2014. For concreteness, let us assume the specific formulation of Kratzer 2009 and Landau 2015, 2018. In this system, all bound variables are syntactically represented as minimal pronouns, bare heads of category D that enter the derivation with only a set of unvalued φ-features, as in (93).

(93) X is a minimal pronoun if and only if \( X = [D,u\phi] \) (Landau 2015:23)

From this single element, “all anaphoric diversity is morphological” (Safir 2014:93). Stated differently, “[a minimal pronoun] can become a reflexive, a bound lexical pronoun...or indeed...a controlled PRO. The choice among these options is determined by a combination of the syntactic context and the lexical inventory of the language” (Landau 2018:12). See
as well the UPRO of McFadden and Sundaresan 2018 for a similar idea. Specifically, this literature proposes that different exponents of bound variable anaphora are determined post-syntactically via the routine tools of contextual allomorphy applied to a minimal pronoun.\textsuperscript{31} Several sample vocabulary items are provided in (94) for English. Note that the notation $[u \phi]$ indicates that these vocabulary items are meant to apply at a stage in the derivation after the minimal pronoun has received a $\phi$-value from its antecedent, and are intended to be a shorthand for a more articulated series of vocabulary items, e.g., “$D_{[+\text{female}, [+\text{sing}] \rightarrow \text{herself} / \text{when locally bound}$” etc. See the sample derivation in Safir 2014:95 for precedent for this type of shorthand.\textsuperscript{32}

(94) Minimal pronoun vocabulary items for English

a. $D_{[u \phi]} \rightarrow \emptyset$ (i.e., PRO) / …

“A minimal pronoun with valued $\phi$-features is exponed as null (i.e., PRO) in subject position of a controlled clause, e.g., Spec,FinP (Landau 2015), etc.”

b. $D_{[u \phi]} \rightarrow \text{reflexive anaphor} / …

“A minimal pronoun with valued $\phi$-features is exponed as a ($\phi$-appropriate) reflexive when locally bound (Kratzer 2009, Safir 2014, etc.).”

c. $D_{[u \phi]} \rightarrow \text{pronoun}

“A minimal pronoun with valued $\phi$-features is exponed as a ($\phi$-appropriate) pronoun.”

The relationship among allomorphs in (94) is important. In particular, observe that (94c) does not have a licensing environment. Rather, so long as one of the specific licensing contexts in (94a-b) is not met, a minimal pronoun will be exponed as a pronoun identical to a referential pronoun, deriving the common syncretism between bound and referential pronouns in (92). See as well Kratzer 2009 and Safir 2014:92.

Safir 2014 argues that this ‘pronoun as Elsewhere’ phenomenon in a cross-linguistic
universal, citing speculative functional pressure related to anaphor resolution. While its universality remains to be verified, there is considerable evidence that this idea may be on the right track. See Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd 2011:19 for a similar proposal specific to reflexive anaphors, as well as the cross-linguistic investigation in Middleton 2020. As such, while its raison d’être remains somewhat murky, the proposal that pronouns are the universal default exponence for bound variable anaphora has empirical support and is less hypothetical than may seem at first glance.33

To see how this system works, consider the sample derivation in (95). Let us assume that the minimal pronoun, denoted as X following Landau 2015, is locally bound by ‘John,’ without adopting a specific notion of locality. Let us assume as well that φ-features have been transmitted from ‘John’ to X.

(95) Johni saw Xj in the mirror.

X in (95) will be subject to the vocabulary item in (94b) because it is locally bound, however defined, yielding “John saw himself in the mirror” in English. Recall, though, that vocabulary items such as (94) are not universal, however common (Safir 2014:119), but subject to language-specific variation. This means we allow for a language without a vocabulary item like (94b). Haitian Creole, as discussed in (90), seems to be precisely such a language. Sample vocabulary entries are givens in (96).

(96) Minimal pronoun vocabulary items for Haitian Creole

a. D[φ] → 0 (i.e., PRO) / . . .
   “A minimal pronoun with valued φ-features is exponed as null (i.e., PRO) in subject position of a controlled clause, e.g., Spec.FinP (Landau 2015), etc."

b. D[φ] → pronoun
   “A minimal pronoun with valued φ-features is exponed as a (φ-appropriate)
Without a vocabulary item corresponding to (94b), a locally bound minimal pronoun in Haitian Creole will be exponed as a pronoun via the hypothesized universal Elsewhere item in (96b). This derives the pattern observed in (90b). See also Zribi-Hertz 1995, Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd 2011, and Déchaine and Wiltschko 2017 for a similar idea.

By this token, consider a sample derivation like (97) in which the minimal pronoun is in subject position of a control clause.

(97) Every girl\textsubscript{i} started [ X\textsubscript{i} to sing ].

Abstracting away from the exact licensing context (e.g., caseless subject of nonfinite clause (Chomsky and Lasnik 1993), Spec,FinP (Landau 2015), etc.), let us assume that X in (97) is in a position where it is subject to the vocabulary item in (94a) or (96a). As such, X will correctly be exponed as PRO in English and Haitian, c.f. (88c) and (90c).

Just as we proposed in (96) that Haitian lacks a vocabulary item like to (94b), though, we also can imagine a language that lacks a vocabulary item like to (94a). I analyze SMPM as just such a language. (98) provides the proposed vocabulary items for this language.

(98) Minimal pronoun vocabulary items for SMPM

a. \( D[\phi] \rightarrow mí + \text{pronoun} / \ldots \)

“A minimal pronoun with valued \( \phi \)-features is realized as a (\( \phi \)-appropriate) pronoun preceded by \( mí \) when locally bound.”

b. \( D[\omega\phi] \rightarrow \text{pronoun} \)

“A minimal pronouns with valued \( \phi \)-features is exponed as a (\( \phi \)-appropriate) pronoun.”

Without a vocabulary item corresponding to (94a), SMPM must use the Elsewhere item
in (98b) for non-locally bound contexts like (97), yielding an overt pronoun in subject position of the control clause. Indeed, and unsurprisingly given what we have seen throughout, this is what we see. Compare (97) to (99).

(99) Ni’iin =ná bálíi kò nì kixá [ kata =náí ] .
no =they.FEM little.PL NEG COMP- start sing:IRR =they.FEM
‘No girl started to sing.’

As such, (98) successfully and straightforwardly derives pronominal copy control in SMPM, using only tools routine to morphological analysis. Furthermore, this analysis meets both of our desiderata at the start of this section. First, there is no question that a minimal pronoun will be interpreted as a bound variable, as this is what minimal pronouns were designed to do (Krater 2009, Safir 2014). Second, minimal pronouns are a subcategory of pronoun and are not derived via a movement chain. As such, there is no a priori reason why they should not be able to antecede exempt anaphors, as we saw was necessary in Section 6.

Proposing that SMPM lacks a null allomorph for bound variable anaphora further predicts that other types of PRO will never be silent, not just obligatory control PRO bound by subjects into complement clauses examined so far. This turns out to be the case. First, both adjunct clauses that require control, such as with the goal clauses in (100), and those that do not, such as the temporal clauses in (101), require overt pronominal subjects. See Landau 2021 for a recent summary of obligatory and non-obligatory control into adjunct clauses.

COMP- go =he market buy:IRR =he wax white
‘He went to the market (in order) to buy white wax.’

b. Nàki’í mí lesoí kwà’an =ríí [ kuxí { =ríí, *PROi } ].
exit:COMP the rabbit go:PROG =it.AML eat:IRR =it.AML
‘The rabbit went out (in order) to eat.’
(101)  
\begin{enumerate}
  \item Tá ntsi’i \{ =nà, *\textsc{pro} \} ki’i =nà nijì, sáko’oyō =nà =nà.  
    \text{when end: CONT =they get: IRR =they corn shuck =they =it}  
    \text{Provided for: ‘After harvesting the corn, they shuck it.’}  
  
  \item Kóni ku’un \{ =nà, *\textsc{pro} \} nùya’abi, tsyà Maria iin \textit{carta}.  
    \text{after go: IRR =she market write: COMP Maria one letter}  
    \text{‘Before going to the market, Maria wrote a letter.’}  
\end{enumerate}

Non-obligatory control also requires an overt pronoun in place of \textsc{pro}_arb as well, specifically an impersonal pronoun: \textsc{nà} ‘they’ for exclusive impersonal readings, as in (102), and \textsc{é} ‘we (incl)’ for inclusive impersonal readings, as in (103).

(102)  
\begin{enumerate}
  \item Á kundè \{ =nà, *\textsc{pro}_arb \} iin \textit{mil} kwìyà nujù yòjo.  
    \text{Q be: PL: IRR =they one thousand year on moon}  
    \text{Provided for ‘It will be possible \textsc{pro}_arb to live on the moon in 1000 years.’}  
  
  \item Tá xina’á, xiniñù’u =á [ kachùn miitàn \{ =nà, *\textsc{pro}_arb \} ].  
    \text{in antiquity need: COMP =it work: IRR alone =they}  
    \text{Provided for ‘In antiquity, it was necessary \textsc{pro}_arb to work alone.’}  
\end{enumerate}

(103)  
\begin{enumerate}
  \item Ná kà’àn \{ =é, *\textsc{pro}_arb \} ñà ntàà.  
    \text{NÁ speak: IRR we.INCL it true}  
    \text{Provided for ‘It is necessary \textsc{pro}_arb to tell the truth.’}  
  
  \item Xíniñù’u =á koo miitàn \{ =é, *\textsc{pro}_arb \} tásaba.  
    \text{need: CONT =it COP: IRR alone =we.INCL sometimes}  
    \text{Provided for ‘It is important \textsc{pro}_arb to be alone sometimes.’}  
\end{enumerate}

Both of these patterns have a ready analysis under the present proposal: without a null allomorph of the minimal pronoun, overt pronouns must be used. This reasoning also extends to object control, as nothing in the proposal here distinguishes subject from object control. Indeed, this pans out: object control requires the same overt pronominal subjects as subject control, as shown in (104).

(104)  
\begin{enumerate}
  \item Ni- kà’àn Maria xi’in Juán\{ kasa’a \{ =rái, *\textsc{pro} \} ixjñî \}.  
    \text{COMP- speak Maria with Juan make: IRR he hat}  
    \text{‘Maria told Juan to make hats.’}  
\end{enumerate}
b. Sànn’a Maria Juan [ixutsya { =rà, *PRO }].
teach:CONT Maria Juan swim:IRR =he
‘Maria taught Juan how to swim.’

This analysis leaves open an interesting question: if deriving overt PRO is so theoretically straightforward, why are languages like SMPM so rare, apparently only being described in several West African languages (Allotey 2021, Sulemana 2021)? Why is a null allomorph so common for PRO that it was believed to be universal? Are languages like SMPM rare? While I do not have answers to these questions, I suggest that null controlled subjects are as pervasive as was once thought. For instance, ‘overt PRO’ is ubiquitous Oto-Manguean, the family of SMPM and Quiegolani Zapotec in (89).35

(105) Pronominal copy control across Oto-Manguean

a. Jóní téei ún cahu de tutu.
know:CONT man the read:IRR he paper
‘The man knows how to read.’ (Atatlahuca Mixtec, Alexander 1980:167)

b. Ne’en³ cha³nà¹ canànj² no’³ a.
know:CONT woman weave:IRR she DECL
‘The woman knows how to weave.’ (Copala Trique, Erickson de Hollenbach 2008:82)

c. R- yen laz Jwáyn, gu- segw =anj ru’næz.
HAB- forget Juan POT- close =3SG.IF entrance
‘Juan forgets to close the main entrance.’ (Teotitlán del Valle Zapotec, Gutiérrez Lorenzo 2021:245)

d. Nchka ‘in =ne’ tas’a, =ân ku’ni =ne’ tñan kan’. 
be.able:CONT of =they brother =my do:IRR =they work that
‘My brothers are able to do that work.’ (Highland Chatino, Pride and Pride 2010:387)

e. Hi²meh², lang¹² ma²- mi²tan¹² ha² láh² høa¹² =tsih² si².
boy this ASP- learn how read:IRR =he.YOUNG letter
‘This boy is learning how to read.’ (San Pedro Tlatpeuzco Chinantec, Merrifield and Anderson 2007:16)
f. Ma- tseijndeii ſeteyjój na ma- tseiwee $\rightarrow$ cwii xu$\rightarrow$
CONT.SG- strive my.brother CONT.SG- lift $=$ 3SG one load t’ma$\rightarrow$.
big
‘My brother is striving to lift a heavy load.’ (Xochistlahuaca Amuzgo, Buck 2018:304)

Such patterns are readily found outside Mesoamerica as well, with logophoric pronominal copy control under ‘want’ of the sort discussed by Grano and Lotven 2018, 2019 in section 5 particularly well-attested. Several examples are provided in (106).

(106) a. AɣaI= bbáaya sa aɣaI= to- didá.
I= want COMP I= FUT- walk
‘I want to go.’ (Tadaksahak, Songhay, Christiansen-Bolli 2010:175)

b. Hasag awtaI dm yeltg =tI da lax galts’ap.
want porcupine FUT return =3 to place village
‘Porcupine wanted to return to the mainland.’ (Sm’algyax, Tsimshianic, Mulder 1988)

c. ſvyéjuubéévaI imíléh wájyamu jI újcune.
chief want cloth self get
‘The chief wants to get cloth.’ (Bora, Bora-Witoto, Thiesen and Weber 2012:482)

d. JáI uniábiI wówai ſji= wiña wayai.
now winter want 3SG.MASC= catch us

e. DuUI to=xo=bo mamaa ró iduUI ra alolo.
3DU 3NSG =PAST =HAB want for 3DU PURP marry
‘They (two) wanted to get married.’ (Barok, Austronesian, Du 2010:120)

While less common, apparent pronominal copy control is also found outside of attitude reports, similar to SMPM and Oto-Manguean in (105). (107) provides several examples.

(107) a. MoI mandi tauhunju moI hanhani.
3SG simply start 3SG eat.REDUP
‘He simply started to eat.’ (Tamambo, Austronesian, Jauncey 2011)
b. Ra$\text{g}=$ mo tavugi ra$\text{g}=$ mo mwasigi.
    they=REAL start they=REAL bear.fruit
   ‘They are starting to bear fruit.’ (Ambae, Austronesian, Hyslop 2001:456)

c. Sålåd $\text{e}$ ålde$\text{e}$ dòòs -so ɕ$\text{j}$ wåj.
    hyena with fox start -COMP they go
   ‘A hyena and fox started to go.’ (Gaahmg, Nilo-Saharan, Orta Adaw et al. 2015:227)

d. A$\text{i}=$ cåkôc to $\text{a}=$ çrà.
    you= speak c you= continue
   ‘You continue to speak.’ (Canela-Krahô, Jê, Popjes and Popjes 1986:181)

e. Nuyå$\text{j}$ jó- ka ęewå$\text{j}$= ínua -ka båndola.
   I NEG -AFF able ţ= play -AFF bandola
   ‘I cannot/don’t know how to play bandola.’ (Achagua, Arawak, Wilson 1992:156)

f. A$\text{a}$$\text{j}$= b- hurrú sa a$\text{a}$$\text{j}$= tò- kár a= ka huurú.
   I IMPERF- try COMP ţ= FUT- hit 3SG LOC fire
   ‘I try to make fire on it.’ (Tadaksahak, Songhay, Christiansen-Boll 2010:211)

Whether the patterns in (105-107) involve control, and if so its derivation, is unclear. Taken at face value, then, any theory which universally requires PRO to be silent or for control clauses to lack a subject position seems to be simply untenable.

8 Conclusion

This article considered control constructions in SMPM. In this language, we saw that one variety of subjunctive clause, untensed subjunctives, display the characteristic properties of control despite requiring overt clitic pronouns as subjects. From this, we concluded that silence cannot be a necessary property of controlled subjects, e.g. PRO.

We also saw that this pattern falls out naturally from recent approaches to control that treat PRO as a minimal pronoun whose exponence is determined by language-specific vocabulary items (Kratzer 2009, Safir 2014, Landau 2015, 2018). In this system, the pattern
in SMPM was derived by simply not positing a null allomorph. Part of the appeal of this approach is its compatibility with a variety of syntactic analyses of control, so long as PRO is analyzed as a minimal pronoun and the morpho-syntactic context of controlled subjects is unique enough to be referenced by a contextual allomorph. Likewise, this is accomplished without any special treatment for PRO or any additional ad hoc mechanism except, perhaps, the claim that the default allomorph for bound variables is a pronoun.
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Notes

1All SMPM data come from the author's own fieldwork with four speakers carried out from 2014 to the present. SMPM is a largely unwritten language. Letter values are the same as Spanish, though $b = [\beta], x = [\xi]$, and $' = [\gamma]$. Tone is indicated through accents, and any mistakes in tonal transcription are entirely my own.

Abbreviations: ACC = accusative, ADV = untranslated adverb, AML = animal gender, AN = animate, APPL = applicative C = complementizer, COMP = completive aspect, CONT = continuous aspect, COP = copula, DAT = dative, DECL = declarative marker, EMPH = emphatic clitic, EXCL = exclusive, FEM = feminine, FUT = future, HAB = habitual aspect, HUM = human, IF = informal, INCL = inclusive, INF = infinitive, IRR = irrealis, NEG = negation, NOM = nominative, PERF = perfective aspect, POSS = alienable possession, POT = potential aspect, PL = plural, PRES = present, PROG = progressive aspect, Q = polar question marker, REDUP = reduplication, SG = singular, TNS = untranslated tense marker, WOOD = wooden gender, *( X ) = ungrammatical if X is absent, *( X ) = ungrammatical if X is present

2Aspectual morphology is primarily tonal, with completive aspect marked by a low tone on the first vowel or a prefix ni-, the continuous by a high tone on the first vowel, and irrealis by a mid/unmarked tone or stem changes for certain verbs. See Peters[2017] and Eischens and Hedding[m.s.]. In the discussions of finiteness and control, I use such stem-changing verbs wherever possible to avoid confounds of tonal mistranscription.

3See Holmberg[2005, 2010], Holmberg and Sheehan[2010], and Wurmbrand[2017] for such partial null subject languages. See also Ostrovec[2022] for impersonal pronouns in this language.

4Subtypes are, of course, attested as well, such as the distinction between presuppositional/factive and non-presuppositional/non-factive finite embedded clauses (e.g., Kimsky and Kimsky[1970], et sequitur). For our purposes these more fine-grained distinctions are not relevant.

5Kachi 'said' in (12a) is a defective verb that occurs only in the completive aspect.

6This strategy seems to occur throughout Mixtec languages. See Macaulay[1987:103, 116-122].

7Unsurprisingly considering that ná does not occur with coreferent embedded subjects, c.f. (18a-b), ná cannot occur in untensed subjunctives with coreferent subjects either. This is provided in (108).

(108) Ntukú María [ ( * ná ) ku'un =ná, tienda ].
try:COMP María NÁ go:IRR =she store
Intended: 'Maria, tried to go to the store.'

8The one exception that I am aware of to this generalization is kòni 'want,' which shows restructuring effects in allowing quantifier fronting out of tensed subjunctives. This is shown in (109). Note that 'want' is frequently exceptional cross-linguistically. See Grand[2012:137-181].

(109) Iin dragón, kòni =rɔ tsyāja [ ka'ani =rɔ ____ ].
one dragon want:CONT =he man kill:IRR =he
'The man wants to kill a dragon.'

9Recall from section[2] that quantifier fronting targets a position below Spec,CP, the site of wh-movement, but to the left of the finite verb. If this position is identified as Spec,TP, then this split between tensed and untensed subjunctives may indicate that tensed subjunctives possess a TP layer or an additional modal layer such as wol by Wurmbrand[2014], while untensed subjunctives have such a layer. See Grand[2012] and Wurmbrand[2015].

10An anonymous reviewer observes that the predicates in (27) are expected from a semantic perspective, though a full investigation of these correspondences would take us too far afield. See Givón[1980], Ramchand and Svenonius[2014], Wurmbrand[2015], Wurmbrand and Lohninger[2019] and Wurmbrand et al[2020].

11Another traditional property of OC not included in (28) is obligatory de se ascriptions in attitude contexts (e.g., Chierchia[1990], inter alia). I do not discuss de se ascriptions for two reasons. First, Landau[2013] convincingly argues that obligatory de se ascriptions is not criterial for OC (Landau[2013:32]). Second, none of the untensed subjunctive selecting predicates are attitude predicates, with the possible exception of nantóso
‘forget to,’ which Pearson 2013 classifies as a “non-canonical attitude predicate.” Whether such predicates truly are attitude predicates is contested, though see Landau 2015:19,89 for arguments that they are not. Therefore, we likely cannot test the availability of de re ascriptions with untensed subjunctives in SMPM at all.

12 An anonymous reviewer pointed out that the formation of reflexive anaphors with a definite article is typologically rare. Reflexives formed with cognates of mí are well-attested in Mixtecan, though, but it is likely that the semantics of these cognates are not identical. See, for instance, Copala Triqui (Hollenbach 1984), Silacayoapan Mixtec (North 1987:104), Chalcatongo Mixtec (Macaulay 2005), Xochapa Mixtec (Cline 2013:23), Cuevas Mixtec (Cisneros 2019:58), and San Sebastian del Monte Mixtec (Mantenuto 2020:74). A full investigation of the semantics of mí in SMPM is beyond the scope of this work.

13 Note that sá ‘so’ cannot be used as a pronominal anaphor like ‘it’ in ‘John wanted to win the race, and Mary wanted it too.’ In attempting to elicit such constructions, speakers tend to simply provide (110a), without the pronominal anaphor. When the ambiguity in Spanish is pointed out to speakers (c.f. Chierchia 1984, Wurmbrand 2002), they respond with (110b), using the ná strategy discussed above.

(110) Provided for Spanish: ‘Juan quiere ganar la carrera. María también lo quiere.’
    a. Koni Juan [keba’a =rā carrera]. Koni =ti María [keba’a =ńá =ńá].
    want:CONT Juan win:IRR =he race want:CONT =too María win:IRR =she =it
    ‘Juan wants to win the race. María also wants to win the race.’
    b. Koni Juan [keba’a =rā carrera]. Koni =ti María [ná keba’a =ńá =ńá].
    want:CONT Juan win:IRR =he race want:CONT =too María NÁ win:IRR =he =it
    ‘Juan wants to win the race. María also wants him to win it.’

14 Partial control in this literature refers to a subset to containing superset binding relation. The inverse, “sub-group” control which would involve a superset to subset binding relationship, as in (34b), never seems to occur in obligatory control. See Doliana and Sundaresan 2022:60 for recent discussion.

15 Doliana and Sundaresan 2022 report a further type of nonexhaustive control they term proxy control, which only seems to occur under predicates involving illocutionary and permissive modality (Doliana and Sundaresan 2022:48). As was shown in (27), no such predicates, like ‘ask,’ select for subjunctive clauses in SMPM. This means that, unfortunately, proxy control cannot be tested in this language.

16 Seyvadali and Sheehan 2021 do identify what seem to be true instances of partial control in Greek and Romanian, though these seem to only involve translations of the ability modal ‘can’ in contexts such as ‘I can meet tomorrow.’ Unfortunately, SMPM’s translation of this modal, kuu, does not straightforwardly select an untensed subjunctive, making such examples not possible to replicate in this language. Several examples of this modal are provided in (111), though the syntax of these constructions is left to future work.

(111) a. Kuu kuntsyé’ Juán tele ndibi.
    can watch:IRR Juan television daytime
    ‘Juan can watch TV during the day.’
    b. Nták’u kwé’e David. Kuu ntaani’ i =rā in ciento kilogramo!
    strong very David can lift:IRR =he one hundred kilogram
    ‘David is very strong. He can lift one hundred kilograms!’

17 This claim is well established for exhaustive obligatory control PRO and reflexives, but more controversial for bound variable pronouns. See Barker 2012 for a view against the c-command requirement, and Déchaine and Witschko 2017 for a defense. Note, though, that Barker 2012 recognizes other languages behave differently, citing the inability of possessors in Chamorro to bind pronouns (Chung 1998) in contrast with English (Higginbotham 1980, inter alia). See as well (48) below.

18 See Satık 2022 for a more thorough theory of the connection between finiteness/clause size and the morphophonology of PRO.

19 This tentative universal is one-way, of course, as there are non-pro-drop languages without overt PRO,
e.g., English. If this universal does prove to be robust, though, it may be the case that it provides evidence for PRO and pro being exponents of the same lexical item. See McFadden and Sundaresan 2018.

20Landau 2015 suggests that overt anaphora in subject position of control clauses, as reported for Korean, Japanese, and Mandarin, also involve a focus interpretation and would therefore constitute an example of scope-sensitive pronominal copy control. See Madigan 2008 for Korean.

21Note that foci modified by intà ‘only’ must move to the left periphery. See Hedding 2022.

22Two more possible languages of this type are reported by Stiebels 2007: Jakaltek (Mayan) and Mangap-Mbula (Oceanic). It is unclear, though, that the relevant constructions in these languages display the diagnostic properties of obligatory control.

23See as well Satık 2020 for Ewe. Overt PRO in Ewe is a logophoric pronoun, making it difficult to distinguish from logophoric pronominal copy control. Satık argues convincingly, though, that these pronouns in Ewe are not inherently logophoric in OC constructions. I do not replicate his arguments for reasons of space, but Ewe is likely also another case of obligatory pronominal copy control.

24Speculatively, (78) may provide a hint as to the structure of exempt anaphors in SMPM. As mentioned above, exempt anaphors are composed of a definite article mì and a pronoun. This is reminiscent of ‘strong’ demonstrative pronouns as analyzed by Patel-Grosz and Grosz 2017, which also cannot be anteceded by quantified nominals. See Patel-Grosz 2020:553 and the citations therein. The details of such an analysis, in particular the character of the definite article mì as either a strong or weak definite in the sense of Schwarz 2009, remains a question for future research.

25This assumes a copy theory of movement (Chomsky 1995, Boeckx et al. 2009) and that movement chain reduction is a post-syntactic process. See Kandybowicz 2006, Harizanov 2014 and the citations therein.

26An anonymous reviewer asked if overt subjects of untensed subjunctives in this language could be analyzed in terms of Wurmbrand and Shimamura 2017. In this system, controlled subjects are suppressed via AGREE between matrix v, which enters into an AGREE relation with the controller, and the embedded v of the control clause. If we were to adapt this system to SMPM, we could analyze overt subjects of untensed subjunctives in SMPM as agreement morphemes on embedded v. These data suggest, though, that such an analysis is not tenable for SMPM either. This is because agreement morphemes cannot antecede pronouns or affect binding relations (den Dikken 1995, Rezac 2010, Kramer 2014). As such, this analysis would also incorrectly predict that exempt anaphors would not be available in untensed subjunctives, as an agreement morpheme would not be able to antecede the exempt anaphor.

27It is unclear whether Quiegolani Zapotec distinguishes between tensed and untensed subjunctives like SMPM (see Section 4). Therefore, (89b) may not truly involve control. That said, predicates like runt gan ‘not know how to’ that select untensed subjunctives cross-linguistically show the same pattern, as in (112).

(112)  R- un-t noo, gan y- tsaa noo y letter.
HAB- do -NEG IEX able POT- write IEX letter
‘I didn’t know how to write a letter.’ (Black 1994:271)

28Chamorro (Chung 1989, Chung 2019, Wagers et al. To appear), Khanty (Volkova and Reuland 2014), Jambi Malay (Cole et al. 2015), and Vietnamese (Bu 2019) also seem to follow this pattern.

29Pronouns like li in (90) are generally ambiguous between a bound and referential reading. As Déchaïne and Manfredi 1994 report, though, some predicates like tchwe ‘kill’ in (90a) disallow coreferential readings. As we are only interested in the bound reading, the referential interpretation is not marked in (90b).

30The emergent typology in (92) leaves open possibilities. For example, we might expect a language in which all bound variable anaphora are syncretic to the exclusion of referential pronouns, or a language in which bound variable pronouns are different from reflexives and controlled subjects. I am unaware of attested examples of the first type, though San Lucas Quievani Zapotec may instantiate the latter (Lee 2003). Also unattested, to my knowledge, is a language in which PRO is syncretic with a reflexive anaphor but not a pronoun, e.g. ‘The boys knows how himself to ride a bike.’

31Exactly how this sort of allomorphy fits into the broader morphological literature is unclear. For example, licensing contexts for minimal pronoun allomorphs seem to be less local than what work on contextual
allomorphy posits. See Embick 2010, Bobaljik 2012, Merchant 2015, Cahal 2018, and Ostrove 2018 for recent examples that, while different, employ a highly restrictive syntax for contextual allomorphy.

32 Proposals differ in how this feature transmission occurs, e.g. Chomskyan AGREE (Chomsky 2000, 2001) in Kratzer 2009 or variable binding (Landau 2015). The exact mechanism is orthogonal to our concerns here.

33 More specifically, the universal ‘pronoun as Elsewhere’ seems to apply to clitic pronouns, not non-clitic pronouns. See Zribi-Hertz and Mbolatianavalona 1999 and the discussion of these facts in Déchaine and Wülschko 2017, as well as, perhaps, Cardinaletti and Sturtevant 1999:156-159.

34 That PROArb ought to be connected to impersonal pronouns like English ‘one’ or German man has a long history. See Jaeggli 1986, Chomsky and Lasnik 1993:37, Hornstein 1999:91, and Boeckx and Hornstein 2004:441-442, inter alia. This overt impersonal provides support for this connection. See as well Ostrove 2022 for more on impersonal readings of pronouns in SMPM specifically.

35 Only predicates that select untensed subjunctives, either in SMPM or cross-linguistically, were selected for (105), though it is unclear if these languages make this distinction. I also selected examples without pronominal antecedents where available to avoid confounds raised by Broadwell 2003, who observed that copy control in San Dionicio Ocotepec Zapotec occurs only with pronominal antecedents. Also excluded were languages in which third person clitic pronouns are null (c.f., Tecóatl Mazatec, García Baltazar 2019:41 and Chalcatongo Mixtec, Macaulay 1993:74), as it is impossible to distinguish between PRO and pro with the data available. See, though, McFadden and Sundaresan 2018. Comparable constructions may also occur in Otomi and Mazahua, shown in (113), though it is unclear if the relevant morphemes are pronominal as they exhibit tense variance (Nevin 2011).

(113) a. Dá₁₁ = jwá₁₁ =hé₁₁ dán₁₁ = n’én₁₁ =hé₁₁.
1.PASTfinishs₁₁ =PL.EXCL 1.PASTdance =PL.EXCL.
‘We (EXCL) finished dancing.’ (San Ildefonso Tultepec Otomi, Palancar 2012:43)

b. Xo₁₁ rí₁₁ pjéch₁₁ =tjo₁₁ rí₁₁ xörú₁₁.
also 1.PRESknow =ADV 1.FUTread
‘I also know how to read.’ (Central Mazahua, Stewart 1966:34)